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WE BUY FOR CASH! 
lu order to supply our worlull'idP all([ l'i11ant:ially very 
st ro11g elit•ntt>le with good material, we are constantly 
buying for cash (naturally we are also looking for con
signments!): 

Important specialized collections 
Har ities 
Classical qnali 1 y items, etc. 

Mainly from Scnll{lirnt1·ia <incl Eur ope, b ut most areas 
are of interest. 

WE DO A LOT OF TRAVELLING! 

\\"e visit tJ1e US~\ and Ca11ada several ti1ues a ye<tr a11d 
1101ild lw deligli1etl 1o pay ) 'OU a visit if you have auy

t l1i11g of iuterest to us. 

POSTILJONEN AB 
Sodra 'l'ullgatan 3, S-21140 Malmo, Sweden 

Telephone 040-72290 
(Member of ASDA) 

:\farket leaders of Scandinavia 

011r auction ca1aloguPs, including· the ones from our 
J;anisli sister compan)", will be sent to yon for at least 
one :vrar against US $.). J\sk for frer trial cop:v ! 



Finland: Cover of the Month 
An 1891 First Day Cover? 

By Ed Fraser #954 

Front of Cover. 
Addressed to St. Petersburg, and received there on 20 April 1891 (2 May 1891) 

Back. Message: "Christ has arisen! Fredrikshamn 19 April 1891" (1 May 1891) 
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In 1890, Russia directed that a further Russification of the Finnish postal 
and currency system was t o take place. On May 1; i891, the stamps of iden
tical design to those used in Russia, but with rings added to the design, were 
to go on sale. (Note 1.) The rings were to distinguish the stamps for postal 
accounting purposes. Beginning on January 1, 1892, this Russian-design post
age was to be required on mail sent to Russia. (Mail routed thru Russia was 
ri~t affected, however.) 

As the Russification was unpopular, and probably f ew stamp collectors 
thought about "first day" usage as early at 1891, the use of the new Finnish 
3 kopeck card is unusual. Three kopecks was the correct rate f or a card 
'carried within Finland or sent t o Russia. The rate for cards sent to other 
c_ountries was 4 kopecks. 

The card shown was apparently sent as an Easter greeting-a common 
practice for the Russian Orthodox Easter. The message reads simply : 

"Christ has arisen! 
Fredrikshamn 19 April 1891" 

It is interesting that the writer wrote in Russian 
(Julian) date. Note that 19 April plus 12 days gives 

and used the Russian 
the Gregorian 1 May. 
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This agrees with the Finnish double-ring cancel of Fredrikshamn 1 May 189'1. 
The receipt of the postcard in St. Petersburg on 2:0 April, or 2 May, is also 
acceptable as one-day delivery is not unusual in this period. 

I have selected this postcard in hope a reader might let me know any
thing additional about other material cancelled on May 1, 1891 (a Friday). 
Does any r eader recognize the sender or the addressee, possibly from other 
covers they may have seen'? Is there anything questionable about it ? Ed 
Fraser, 60 Broad Street, 26th Floor, New York, N. Y. 10004. 

• • • 
Footnote : ( 1). There is apparently a misprint in C. Pelander's "The Post al Is
sues of Finland" copyright 1940, page 22, which gives 14 January, 1891, as 
the date the "ring stamps" first went on sale in Helsinki. "Suomen Posti
merkkien Kasikirja" Volume 5, page 120, as translated by Kauko Aro, reads 
"Part 1- Cards with r ings-1891 .. . All ring-type entires were issued at 
the same time as the stamP'S, namely May 1, 1891." Does any reader know 
if they were available before May 1st? 

• s * c * c * 

Chapter News 
Chapter 2 - Philadelphia 

The October meeting featured the slide program " Scandinavian Airmails," 
furnished by Chapter 13, which gives a nice introduction to the airmail stamps 
of these countries. The November meeting featured Vic Engstrom's DWI-I 
program on early DWI philately and the British P. 0. in St. Thomas, borrowed 
from the SCC Library. 

Chapter 17 
Chapter 17 in Los Angeles had a very successful mail auction in Novem

ber, 1979. Well over $2.<JOO in sales were reported. Luren, the chapter's 
monthly newsle tter, issued a supplement with its December issue, which is an 
index of eleven years of Luren. The index, compiled by Bob Gross of Florida, 
is available from P. 0. Box 57397, Los Angeles, CA 90057, for $1 , postpaid in 
the USA and Canada; $2 overseas. 

A Christmas party was held at the well-known Scandinavian restaurant, 
Peng Yuan, and a gTeat time was had by all. Eric Roberts, chapter president, 
invites all visitors to Southern California to attend a meeting. Meetings are 
first Wednesday evenings and third Saturday afternoons each month at the 
Hollywood Congregational Church, 7065 Hollywood Boulevard. 

Chapter 21 
After two months of searching, Chapter 21 has a new meeting place___, 

thanks to Col. John Ericksen. We will now be in the other Salvation Army 
Building, 810 Clay St., Oakland, CA on the second Thursday evening of the 
mont h. Please call President Jerry Moore at 415-470-6231 for our latest plans 
if you are coming to visit us. 

In November, we met at SUNPE{C, Sunnyvale, CA and welcomed guest 
Tom Komnaes who showed us slides of early Norwegian covers and explained 
the postal rates. Tom will be exhibiting at NORWEX this year. Our De
cember meeting was a Christmas party hosted by Tom and Jean Olson which 
was enjoyed by all who attended. The J anuary meeting featured the SCC slide 
show, "Danish Wavy Lines" and a clothesline exhibit of members' interests .. 

Officers for 1980 are : President , Jerry Moore; Vice-President and Mart 
Books, Rene Reboh; Treasurer, Helmer Nielsen ; Secretary, Barbara LeBlanc 
and SCC· Representative, Tom Olson. Come and see us. 
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Faeroes Revenue Stamps 
By Paul Nelson 

During September, I had the lucky opportunity to meet with Mr. Martin 
Erler, of Munich , Germany , who was visiting with Gerald M. Abrams of the 
American Revenue Association in Gerry's home in Claremont, California. By 
a coincidence Mr. Erler had just sent to the ARA mart book manager (Abrams) 
a book containing the illustrated stamp, and we had a short conversation about 
that stamp. Erler is a prolific cataloger of the revenue stamps of Germany, 
Austria, and Czechoslovakia, and has. accumulations of revenues from other 
areas. 

By predesign, then, he sent me photocopies of other denominations of 
these stamps from his collection, together with a photocopy of a full docu
ment bearing some of these items. 

The document is an "Innfluttningsloyvi.," which I take to be an import 
license; the tax, computed at 1 % of the invoice price for two tractors from 
Denmark, amounts to 1073.50 Danish kroner. The date of the document, 
from the Valuta- og Prisrad F~roya, in Torshavn, is 31 juli 1962, and there 
is also a handwritten note including the date 28/ 2-63 at the bottom. The 
stamps include a 500 kr, a 50 kr, two 10 kr, a 2 kr, a 1 kr, and a 50 oyr (the 
Faeroese form of ~re) . 'l' hey are .cancelled by ~n oyal containing F0ROY A 
GJALDSTOVA, in two lines; the color is _ not noted on the photocopy. 

The basic design of the stamp, bearing a ram's head (The Faeroes means 
" The Sheep Islands") is in put·ple, and the denomination is apparently entered 
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in a second operation. There was probably more than one printing; the 50 
~re value occurs spelled ~re, the Danish form, and oyr, the Faeroese form. 
Several of the denominations occur with different-colored numerals. See the 
table. 

Table One-Details of the Faeroese revenues in Erler's collection 

Denomination 
50 ~re 
5-0 Oyr 
1 kr 
2 kr 
5 kr 
10 kr 
50 kr 
100 kr 

Color of the numeral in the denomination 
on document dated 1963 on other, loose stamps 

black 
black 
black 

black 
red 

black 
black 
red 
red 
red 
red 
red 
red 

500 kr black 
Most of the loose stamps are cancelled by a straightline, purple, 

VAL UT AMIDST0DIN cancel, as the illustration partially shows. 
The stamps were probably printed in Denmark, since they are the same 

size, on the same wavy line watermarked paper, and have the same 11112 per
forations as do contemporary Danish turnover tax and import license stamps. 

These are the first Faeroese revenues I have seen or heard of. None of 
Wowerns catalogs discusses them. I am interested in communicating with 
anyone who can tell me more about these revenues and/ or others from The 
Faeroes or elsewhere in Scandinavia. Please write to P. O. Box 57397, Los 
Angeles, CA 90057, with details or questions. 

SWEDISH U. N. BATTALION POSTMARK 
By Gerald H. Grosso 

Efforts of member James Burgeson to add postmarks of the Swedish Bat
talion in Lebanon to his collection were almost thwarted. 

In March, 1978, Burgeson sent three addressed envelopes to the attention 
of the postal clerk of the -Swedish Battalion of the U. N. Interim Force in 
Lebanon, with cash to cover the cost of stamps, and a request that the covers 
be franked and mailed back to him. 

The field postmaster, E. S. Collin, returned the covers and cash with a 
letter stating the U. N. regulations covering such requests: 

"Philatelic services: Under no circumstances will U. N. personnel provitle 
philatelists or stamp collectors with information of a philatelic nature nor 
will they postmark any article with a philatelic request. Personnel of the 
U. N. will not prepare or mail envelopes or cards for purpose of providing 
stamp collectors or philatelists with samples of the U. N . postmark." 

Though Burgeson was disappointed by this response, the day was not en
tirely lost! 

The envelope containing the response from Field Postmaster Collin and 
Burgeson's returned items carried the desired postal marking! It is in a 
rectangular frame with text: 

"Svenska FN-bataljonen Mellersta ostern-7 (illegible) 1978 Faltpost
miistaren." 

Field Postmaster Collin complied totally with the applicable regulations, 
which seem designed to allow the U. N. forces to use their time entirely for 

. necessary business. 
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· Fin lan·d's· 1860 Rouletted Stamps 
By M. E. Hvidonov 

Finland's first i:ou)etted ,stamp issues were released for postal use in 1860 
although so.me had already, .been . printed at the beginning of 1859. 

The stamp values were 5 · ~opeck, printed with blue ink on . blue-toned 
paper, and .. the 10 .kopeck, printed with red ink on pink-toned paper. Colored 
paper was. selected to thwart people .f.r.om cutting the printed impressions out 
of Postal Stationery and re-using the .clippings for stamps. Since .Postal Sta
tionery cuttings were essentially white, the best answer appeared to be the 
u se of a toned paper. This was necessary because frequently postmasters did 
not apply cancellations directly on ~h~ printed denomination of the stationery 
when cancelling. The town, and sometimes ink, cancels were .pJaced on the 
envelope so . .that the printed impression might be used again. Then; too, the 
same cliche·s used for stamps were emplpyed for the printing of the stationery 
by . attaching a handle. to .a cliche . arid · hand-impressing . the image . . . thus 
"colored paper'' be.can{~ postal l a~. · ·· ,. · . . . · . . 

·; It follows that when something is newly ' 'in'troduced, rare, if not unique, 
items are born to whe.t the collecting appetites of ph ilatelists--decades later. 

This is how . the ffrst color emission of the . 5 k. Roulette I, blue, became an 
it.em of dis tinctive rarfry, Apparently t)li .. then slow· communication of ·the 
postal government prompted the pos~master to affix the newly received 5 k. 
stamps to existing 5 k. ovalmark stationery to make the correct rate for nor
mal weight/distance .letters: 10 k. .. Seemingly a case of "cold feet" developed 
concerning the propriety of such presu1nptive action, engendering a fear of 
selling these "pre-postaged" pieces.. Archi,ve. records indicate that 176 such 
items were sold (and almost assuredly used) but none are known to exist at 
the present time. ·· The•, balance · were burned. 

The two fine Finnish catalogues Norma and La pe (the latter in Finnish 

F ig. 1. Rare cover with a flawless pair of 5 k. stamps, roulette I. Norma: ·3f. 
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Swedish) differ on the pricing of single stamps -of the . f irst ·printing. Norma 
lists an unused stamp at il OOO Marks (about $800.00) and a cancelled flawl ess 
stamp at 1500 Marks (about $400.00). 

Lape offers no guide line for "unused," but suggests that a value of abllut 
$800.00 is correct for a very fine cancelled stan1p. 

Lape is a bit more realistic in this case and I wonder where the "hammer 
would come down," if one of these stamps, properly certified, were to be 
offered in a major auction a ttended by knowledgeabl e buyers. Perhaps many 
times catalog price. 

According to Mikko Ossa, there are 3 items of the 1860 emissions that are 
rare and very desirabie. The first, of course, is the printing jus t described. 
The second is the 5 k., Roulette I , light blue, Norma: 3f, on letter. The third 
is the next to last printing of the 10 k. value, on "hard, white paper." This is 
the carmine red color, Norma Bld, whi'ch is now very difficult to find on cover . 

Figure 1 shows a rare letter with a flawless pair of · 5 k. roulette I stamps, 
bearing a single-ring, black, WIBORG cancel, dated 31.12.1865. 

Other interesting and choice items are those letters described a·s '•church 
mail." They are folded in a kind of triangular shape (Fig. 2) and 'denote 
mail that was to be delivered to, or going from church to church. · ·The letter 
shown is simply addressed, "Kungorelse till Kuopio Kyrka," which means, 
"Announcement to Kuopio Church." 

The Mixed Distance Cliche Stamps 

The collector and specialist must concen trate on th.e 5 and 10 k.. stamps 
of the s.o-called " mixed distance cliches.'.' 

· Three drawing diagrams show the differen t spacings between the cliches 

Fig-. ~- A "chnrch" Je tte~· folded into_ the typical triangle-like shape o.C Lhis cm. 
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DDDDDDDDD 
DDDDDDDDD 
DDDDDDDDD 
Fig. 3. (a) (b) (c) 
a) The 5 and 10 kop. stamps printed in the 1859~1862 period are separated in 

the printing form by 1.6mms both vertically and horiwntally. 
b) 5 and 10 kop. stamps printed during the first quarter of 1864 are separ

ated by 2.3mm horizontally and only l.6mm vertically. This is a most im
portant main type. 

c) 5 and 10 kop. stamps printed during the third quarter o.f 1864 and into 
part of 1865 are separated by 2.3'mms both vertically and horizontally. 
All of this group are Rouletted TI. 

for the different emissions. 
(Fig. 3-a.) All 5 and 10 k. stamps produced between the years 1859 and 

1862 are roulette I and the space between rows of stamps both vertically and 
horizontally is 1.6mm. 

There were no 5 or 10 kopeck stamps printed in 1863. 
(Fig. 3-b.) During the first quarter of 1864 all 5 and 10 k. stamps were 

printed in a form in which the separations between the stamp:; varied: hori
zontal spacing 2.3mm, vertical 1.6mm. This difference created an important 
main type which should not be missing from a comprehensive collection. 

(Fig. 3-c.) During the third quarter of 1864 and into 1865 the cliches 
were 2.3mm apart in all directions. All stamps of this group are roulette II. 

While the illustrated spacing is abvious as here shown, it can be difficult 
to determine the "mixed cliche" types in actual practise. 

Two situations contribute to the problem. 
First, the forms were not always locked up squarely. Second, and largest 

factor was the primitive method of using a tool called a rouletter which had to 
be impressed by hand to create the "teeth" which would allow the stamps to 
be torn apart at the postoffice. Moreover, the "straight edge" used to guide 
the tool was a slot in the center of a metal type of rule. Considering that the 
newly-hired man had to learn the knack of this operation by trial and error 
and have a strong untiring hand, it is a small wonder that there are a,ny per
fectly-centered stamps with flawless teeth! 

If the framelines of the adjacent stamps can be seen it can usually be 
easy to measure 1.6x2.3mm. If there are no adjacent lines to guide the meas
uring, legible dates are the answer. According to Leo Linder, all cancellations 
dated between March 26 and Sept. 5, 1864 belong to the ALK (mixed distance 
group). 

If there is no legible date one has to be familiar with the appearance of 
the stamp detail and the different printing colors. There is no other way. 

I have seen stamps incorrectly relegated to the group under dfscussion 
because of poor north and south centering even though the dates were quite 
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incorrect and the colors belonged to the other emissions. The collector must 
be thorough and careful. 

Here again my files t ell me that there wer en't many of these main types 
offered in 1979. As a matter of record, a 5 k. TTP, Norma ALK a, with a 
superb cancellation, SALO 1.12.64, sold in a Sept., '79 Helsinki auction for $873 ! 
The minimum price was a bout $200. Somebody really wanted this. 

It is well for the general collector to have just a few examples but the 
specialist requires as many of the color printings that exist and, if at all pos
sible, postal pieces. Letters with these gems on them must be "hidden under 
stones" in recent times! 

Another "tip": The 10 k. 2.3xl.6mm last color, Norma: ALKc, clear car
mine rose, is rare. I recently obtained a lovely example, after 10 year s of 
search. Often people say, " If I had a lot of money, I too would have a great 
collection." This is too often a " sour grape" comment. There is much room 
for the collector who learns the trne philately and builds around such effort. 
If you enjoy philately, it is not so necessary to win a big Gold international. 
As a matter or fact some unworthy collections re<:eivc top medals and some 
good philatelic displays r eceive lesser awards. We can only work with money 
available and if we do not have a preponderance of lucre, we must beat them 
with class. 

(Fig. 4.) A rare and interesting letter bearing a 5 k. " mixed distance" 
stamp Alkb, violet-blue with roulette II, Norma Blb, dark greenish-blue. 

Occasionally 10 k. stamps with 3 hor izontal glazed Jines are offered at 
high prices. While it is nice t o have all possibl e stamps these are not in the 
"extraordinary" category to those familiar with Finland philately. 

All o:f t he so-call ed " glazed line" ~tamps arc from the 1859-1862 printings 

Fig. 4. A letter bearing stamps from 2 differ ent cliche spacing emissions. The 
left s tamp is from the "mixed distance" cliches. Norma: ALk violet-b'.ue, 

2.3x2.3mm group, Norma: BLb, dark greenish-blue. 
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( 1.6xl.6mm) and are roulette I. The glazed lines can be found on either the 
front or back of a specimen and may disappear if immersed in water. 

The last prin t ing of the 10 k. denomination was produced in direct con
tradiction to postal directives which had stipulated that colored paper was t q 
be used for all of the printings. Norma: Bld, red-carmine, was instead print
ed on a firm, hard white paper much more solid to the touch (when flexed be
tween the fingers) than any of the earlier printings. (Be careful when bend
ing or flexing the stamp not to injure the fairly long and delicate teeth.) It 
has been rumored that this last group was printed by an unofficial printer. 
These stamps are always rouletted II, with spaces 2.3x2.3mm. 

(Fig. 5.) P ictured are 2 examples of this emission . One has a small 
Helsinki cancel and t he other a late-use large Helsinki cancel. 

Portions of this printing were deliver ed to 7 different postoffices between 
Oct. and Dec. of 1865. If you find a cancel of earlier date, the stnrnp should 
be certified by a Finnish expert. 

Stamps exist which have "lost" the or iginal eolor of the paper due t o 
light exposure, washing or other chemically-provoked change?. The buyer 
should be careful and be familiar with the distinctive appearance of t his fi nal 
10 k. printing. 

"Thick" paper stamps are known which measure .070-.090mm of thes(! 
1860 printings. They are not common. If a "thick" paper stamp is fl awlef's, 
the worth is about five times the usual value. 

The Position of the 1860 Stamps Today 

The demand for the 1860 issues has surged, according to the estimates in 
the current Finnish catalogues, based on auction prices realized during the 
last fiscal year. I agree with the fi gures, especially as r egards mint stamps, 
which are conspicuous by their absence and sometimes not found in very fine· 
collections. 

In 1974, 5 k. mint stamps sold for about 650 t o 800 "Ylarks with all teeth. 
Norma 1980 rates them a t 3 % to 5 times this value. 

F ig. '" ') examples of ihe 10 k. 'har d, white paper" Norma: BLd. 
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What is meant by "all teeth" when stamps are described as " very fine"? 
All Finnish auctions describe stamps with roulettes or perforations, whether 
illustrated or not, with a large "X' when a tooth is missing and a small, lower 
case "x" when Yz of a tooth is gone. This is done whether the stamp is loose 
or on piece, card or letter. Thus if one sees XXx, thi s denotes that 2 1h teeth 
are missing. When perfs are folded, slightly nibbed or irregular the descrip
tion simply states, "perforation flaws." 

Dealers aml au ction houses outside Finland persist in saying that a stamp 
has "all teeth" no matter how many halves or partial dentures are absent. 
This creates a problem for the collector who often is buying "blind" by Eiail 
and is even further complicated by such as, "VF for this issue," or the real 
winner, "fine to VF." 

Badly-flawed material gets demerits from judges in major exhibitions . 
Some flaws can be t olerated in a large comprehensive collection and certa inly 
when the item is rare or bears a lovely cancellation. On letters or cards t he 
hard-to-get items are acceptable with faults. The collector should not buy 
"chewed up" items except perhaps as reference copies at reasonable prices. 

Learn not to smile when a seller tells you that perfect stamps are h ard 
to get and cost more. 

Multiples and Rarities 

Nicely-cancelled stamps are desirable and when flawless sell well over the 
catalog prices. Pairs of 5 k. stamps easily ach ieve realizations of $450-$500 
in todays market. Rarely-seen strips of 3 are gems. Never turn down mul
tiples of the 1860 issues . Letters bearing pairs or multiples are great addi
tions. The really rare cover is that of a Registered letter to which is affixed 
a 10 k. stamp (postal fee) with a 5 k. stamp for the registration of the article. 
Just a f ew are known. 

According to Lindner only a few pairs of mint 10 k. stamps are known used, 
a few rows of 3 of the 5 k. and rows of 6, 5 and 4. A few blocfos of 4 of the 
10 k. values have been recorded. 

Made-up mail pieces with 10 k. stamps cut in half are junk and cannot be 
exhibi t ed. No known mail pieces combining the 1856 Ovalmark stamps and 
any stamps of 1860 rouletted stamps are known. 

Fig. 6. Jyviiskyla pen cancellation and a typical Helsinki P. O. cancellation in 
ink of that period. It is usual that all Helsinki ink cancels also have the t own 

cancellation. 
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Pen Cancellations 

The collector intent on building a real collection should also familiarize 
himself with the importan t pen cancels applied by the p-ostmasters of various 
periods. Most of these are elemental and are described in catalogs. I must 
note that the signature of Postmaster Johan Wilhelm N orring is fairly rare 
on the 5 k. issues of 1860 and a little more seen on the 10 k. items. Be care
ful. There are forgeries known of this cancellation. N orring pre-cancelled 
the stamps, as determined by the fact that the signature never crosses over 
the sta mp tying the ink cancel to the letter . A more detailed article appeared 
in POSTHORN, Nov. 1977, concerning the Norring cancella tion. 

(Fig. 6.) The 10 k. stamp with the ink crosshatching is an example of 
the P ostmaster of Jyvaskyla and his contribution to an orna te precancel that 
serves well to enhance the collection page. The pair of 10 k. stamps shows 
a fa irly typical ink cancellation on multiples of the Helsinki. P. 0. 

There ar e some intriguing details and remote points of interest, a touch 
too complex to be contained in this article, concerning t he emissions of 1860 
that I will leave to a subsequent article. All philatelists know that there is 
more to follow because persistent research is never complete. 

One of the fascinating truths about the stamps of Finland is that there 
are concise lines of demarcation which wer e mother ed by his tory and circum
stance that invite and engr oss t he collector to spend much time in studying 
one or more segments of her stamps and posta l history. 

MEMBER-TO-MEMBER 
THIS SPOT is reserved for your member-to-member advertisement. The first 

20 words cost you $2.00 (this is the minimum) and it is lOc per word 
af.ter that. Send your ad and your check to Business Manager Eric Rob
erts, 2763 N . Westfield P l., Claremont, CA 91711. Include your member
ship number in your ad, but don't count it as part of the total number 
of words. 

FINLAND~Looking to buy used befor e Scott no . 73 in quantity. Please ad
vise Scott number, condi tion, price and quanti ty (preferabl y 10 or more) . 
E. Fraser, 60 Broad St., 26th Floor, N . Y., N.Y. 10004. 

FOR SALE : APS/ SPA Journals for last 25 year s. $4.00 per volume, postpaid. 
Les Winick, 2121 Maple Road, Homewood, IL 60430. 

WANTED: Great Britain used in DWI; C51 or CDS cancels; clear strikes only. 
D. Priester (# 1236), Box 400, Davenport, IA 52805. 

SCANDINAVIA 
JAY SMITH &ASSOC IATES 

P.O. Box 5485 
Madison , WI 53705 

608/233·437 4 
BUYING • SELLIN G 

APPROVALS FROM WANT LISTS 

.<Jl~ !fi.> @Wt .<Jl~ 
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SELL SCAND1INAVIA 
IN SCAND·INAVIA! 

If you hove choice Scandinavian material to 
sell, why not sell it where the top prices are 
paid? Our buyer and vendor list includes cus
tomers from 35 different countries. That's why 
we con sell all kinds of fine quality material at 
top prices. 

Give us a try. We are now putting together 
material for our next auction. 

Should you prefer to se ll for cash, we naturally 
would welcome the opportunity to discuss you r 
holdings with you . 

And if you ore not now on the list to receive our 
auction catalogs, write to us. 

BENGT LILJA 
Stomp Auctions Limited 

Kolendegaton 16 
211 35 Malmo SWEDE~/ 

Member ASDA PTS APHW 
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Finland 
Fournier's Plentiful Forgeries of the 1891 issue 3 \lz and 7 Rouble Values 

By Ed Fraser #954 

PART I 

F igure 1 - Genuine 

Study of 1 he design of the genuine will prove the most certain way to 
a void forgeries of the 31h and 7 r ouble stamps, wh ether they are Fournier's 
or somebody el e's, whether they are on for ged or genuine paper, or whether 
the em bossed central eagle is forged or genuine. (A complet2 discussion of 
ca ncel for geries on genuin e stamps has to be put off f or a future article. ) 

The cancels on t his issue are often of the br idge type similar to those 
used by F our nier and shown in Fig ure 4. Fournier's are variously canceled: 
"socked-on-the-nose": showing onl :v part of the cancel; or in some cases show
ing several strikes of the same cancel. Fournier forgeries a r e also known with 
other forged cancels, such as th e double r ing "A.BO" cancel. This cancel is 
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Black a nd Yellow; Perf 13.4x13.4 ; and Waterma rked Horizontal Lines. 
discussed in my article about the book " P ostileimojen Kasikirja" Vol. II 
(Double Ring Cancels ) by Juhani Olamo, in the P OSTHOR:\T of August, 1979 , 
Vol. 36, no. 3, pages 104-105. 

Figure 2 - Forgery 
Black and Orange; Per f 14.0x14.0; and Watermarked Vertical Lines. 

Figure 4 
Extremely Dangerous Forgeries of the Swiss or Bridge Style Cancel. 

Enhanced drawings of the four cancel used by F ournier on many of hi s Finnish 
'forgeries . Generally the cancels are weak, and in no case as heavy and clear 
' as these drawings. (Nate the missing horizontal line over the date in the 
Helsinki cancel. ) 
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Com1>arison Of The Original 

OIUGINAL 

ancl The Forgery: 

Characteristics 
of: 

Paper: 

Selvedge: 

Sheet Size: 

Perforation: 

Perf. Gage : 

Perf. Row 
Alignment: 

Perf. Hole Size 
and Spacing : 

Centering and 
Adjacent Stamp: 

Printing Process : 

Embossing : 

Impression Thru 
Paper: 

Cancels: 

(Figure 1) 

vVatermarked horizontal 
lines with large wavy line 
pattern and letters "E,,' "Z," 
"G" and "B" (note 1 ). 

Plain, unusually large, and 
watermarked same as the 
stamps. 
25 (5x5). (note 3) 

Line perforation. 

13.5x13.5. 

Parallel, quite precise. 

>formal and regular. 
(See Figure 1) 

Generally adjacent stamp 
does not show even on p oor
ly centered s ingle copies. 
Typography. 

Russian eagle strongly 
embossed. 

Lettering, border design 
lines, and rings show some 
impression thru paper onto 
back of stamp. 
Validity from May 1, 1891, 
to May 14, 1911. See com
ments below. 

FORGERY 
(Figures 2 and 3.) 

Watermarked either horizon
tal or vertical lines. Genuine 
paper from sheet selvedge 
may have been used (note 2) 

Generally separated from any 
selvedge. 

Probably printed individually. 

Line perforation. 

14.0x14.0; 13.4x13.4 ; maybe 
others. 

Not always parallel. 

H oles may be slightly under
sized and some are irregular
ly aligned and spaced. 
Have not seen any pa1·t of 
next stamp showing. 

Embossing on Russian eagle 
varies from weak to strong 
on different stamps. 

No impression. 

See Figure 4.4 

Printing Characteristic Differences of the 7 Rouble: (See Figures 1, 2, & 3) 

Outermost 
Border: 

Ro\\'S of Circular 
Dots in Border 
Design: 

Pla te Flaws : 

Central Russ ;an 
Eagle: 

Wide border outlines, 
entire stamp. 

Well rounded and regular 
sizes; very even r ows. 

ln the widesL black border 
line between the Russian 
and the right border, a 
small (yellow) hairline ap
pears over the "T." 
Sc>e Figure 1. 

Often does not have this 
wide outside border. (e.g.) 
Figure 2 and 3) (note 4) . 

Often egg-shaped and in 
slightly irregular sizes; rows 
not as even. 

Varies in design. )lote Fig. 
2 and Fig. 3. Fig. 3 has a 
beautiful but different style 
Russian eagle. (note 5) 
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Figure 3 - F orgery 

Part II of t his article will be publi shed later. I r ealize that some of the 
information here disagrees with some of the descriptions of Fournier's Finnish 
forgeries of the 3 'lz and 7 rouble values published elsewhere . Apparently 
Fournier made quite a variety of forgeries of this issue. Any more complete 
tabulation would be greatly appreciated. 

I would like to acknowledge the help of the Philatelic Foundation in New 
York for use of their reference coll ection of forgeries. 

Ed F raser, 60 Broad Street, 26th Floor, New York, N. Y. 10004. 
Footnotes : 

1. These letters- E .Z.G.B.-stand for the Russian Government Printing Of
fice in St . P etersburg. 

2. Selvedge from genuine Russian (and Finnish?) sheets was used to make 
some forgeries of this issue. Can you supply more exact details? 

3. Any information on the cliches used or plating these sheets would be of 
interest. 

4. A Fournier forgery of the 3 1;2 Rouble with the outside border is shown 
in t he POSTHORN of F ebruary, 1978, page 9 (Vol. 35, # 1) . 

5. It appears that genuine centers with the Russian embossed eagle may be 
from printer's waste. Do you know if this is true, or have you any fur
ther information? 
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The Calendar and Philately 
The Gregorian and the Julian Calendars 

By Ed Fraser #954 

1980 

As a sidelight to this issue's Finnish "Cover of the Month," the card 
shown was mailed in Finland on May J, 1891, and r eceived in St. Petersburg 
on April 20, 1891. It was not received before it was mailed, nor has any error 
been made. Czarist Russia continued using the old Julian calendar until 1918, 
whereas Finland gave it up in favor of the Gregorian calendar over 100 years 
earlier. Such covers have no special value, and occur on every cover having a 
r eceiving or routing cancel date<l in Russia. 

A brief outline of history should help make this difference understandable, 
and prevent anyone being misled when using dates. 

The Julian calendar was a result of a calendar reform undertaken by 
Julius Caesar in 46 B.C. January replaced March as the first month of the 
year, although September thru December still retained their numerically
derived names indicating 1 to 10 rather than 9 t o 12. More significantly, the 
civil year became 365 days, and using a 365.25 day year, every fourth year 
was to be a leap year of 366 days. 

Over the centuries some adjustments were made, yet error kept accumulat
ing in the Julian calendar, and no consensus could be reached on changing it. 
By the 16th century the cause of the error was r ecognized- the solar year was 
closer to 365.2422 days than to 365.25. This difference of .78 days per century 
had to be provided for.. The problem was finally passed on to a new P ope, 
Gregory XIII. With the deviation then amounting to 10 days, P ope Gregory 
cut 10 days from 1582, so the day after Thursday, October 4, 1582, became 
F riday, Oct ober 15, 1582. Pope Gregory also directed that 3 days would be 
dropped every 400 years by having years ending in "00" not be leap years 
unless evenly divisible by 400. (Note 1. ) Lastly Pope Gregory specified that 
the written year change ~n J anuary 1. Other conventions existed such that a 
date December 1979 would be followed by January 1979, (Note 2.) and the 
change to 1980 would not occur until, say, March 25th. 

Adoption of the Gregorian calendar varied widely. France and the N cth
erlands adopted it in 1582; the Catholic states of Germany in 1584; P olan·! in 
1586; England and its colonies in 1752; Sweden (would include Finland) in 
1752; Russia and Greek Orthodox countries-for civil purposes, 1918-1923. 

Conventions in writing: 
One convention was to write a date as, say, January 10/ 23, 1910 where 

the 10th is "Old Style" or "O.S." and the 23rd is " New Style" or "N .S." Oc
casionally I have seen this on Finnish letters and cards sent to a Russian re
cipient . The actual number of days difference is : 

Footnotes: 

1582-1599 : TEN DAYS 
1600-1699 (A leap year for both) TEN DAYS 
1700-1799 ELEVEN DAYS 
1800-1899 TWELVE DAYS 
1900-1999 THIRTEEN DAYS 

(1) This provides for only a .03 day error (.78-.75) every century, or .3 
days every thousand years. In that length of time other small errors 
occur anyway. 

(2) In Russia, Peter I (the Great) directed a r eform whereby effective Jan
uary 1, 1700, the year was to correspond to that of the rest of EurQpe, 
even though he continued the use of the Julian calendar. 
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President's Message 
By Alan Warren 

APS Handbook 
The new APS Handbook of Services which appeared wit h the November 

issue of The American Philatelist carries capsule summaries on each APS Af
filate. Marv Hunewell has done a n excellent job of describing SCC's pur
poses and benefits. SCC is Affiliate No. 79 -0f the APS, and one of nearly a 
hundred such groups. 

The APS is seeking to broaden its list of philatelic specialists who would 
be willing to help in questions of expertizing·. With this in mind, I submitted 
a list of potential candidates to the APS central office. If you feel you cap 
help in this capacity, drop me a line and indicate the area of Scandinavian 
philately in which you are proficient. APS expertizing contacts should also 
be APS members. 

Collectors Club of NY 
November 14th was one of the most memorable evenings in Scandinavian 

philately at the Collectors Club of New York. Speakers were two SCC mem
bers, Lauson Stone of New York, and Tomas Bjaringer of Sweden. Stone is 
an Honorary member of SCC and a founding member of the American Phila
telic Research Library. Bjaringer won a large gold with felicit ations of the' 
jury at INTERPHIL with his early Sweden. 

The topic of the evening was a subject in which these two gentlemen ar e 
well versed: the Skilling Banco issues of Sweden. CCNY President Ira Zwei
fach introduced many of the SCC visitors and guests, which included Eric 
Kindquist, Walter Wolff, Don Halpern, George Kaplowitz, Wayne Rindone, 
Kauko Aro, Reino Merikallio, Phillip Robbins, Carl Probst , Ar t Lind, and Art 
'Silverstadt among others. Sven .Ahman of Sweden was also present, and 
contributed some remarks concerning the famous 3 skilling banco yellow error. 

CCNY Vice President Alex Rendon then introduced the speakers, wh o 
took turns explaining the various issues and the many shades which developed 
due to mixing batches of ink at frequent intervals. Excellent slides wer e used 
t o illustrate two discarded designs and mother die proofs. A number of the 
stamps were shown off cover, on pieces, and on entires bearing the fir st day 
of issue cancel of Sunday, July 1, 1855. 

The story of the 3 sk yellow was retold. How it made its way from the 
dealer, H. Lichtenstein, to Ferrari, eventually to King Car ol of Rumania, 
and currently to a collector in Belgium. It is believed to have been from a 
cliche erroneously used in the 8 sk printing. 

The talk concluded with a discussion on rates, cancels, and examples of 
entires to other countries. The Club frames contained a number of pages 
from the collections on which much of the talk was based, and included some 
examples of Sperati forgeries. All in all it was an exciting evening f or Scan
dinavian philatelists. 

The classified ad placed by SCC in LINN'S last spring paid off in terms 
of bringing in n ew members. A similar ad was placed in Stamp Collector 
in the fall. Means of attracting new members are constantly evaluat ed, and· 
suggestions are always welcome. 

:sec Pins 
In visiting the various philatelic exhibitions and shows, I of ten look f or 

the SCC pin worn by members. Perhaps some of our newer members are not 
aware of these handsome pins, which can be used either in the lapel or as a 
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tie-tack. The striking motif of a viking ship is a reminder of our common 
interests. The pin can be obtained by sending check or money order for $3, 
payable to SCC, to Treasurer Ronald B. Collin, Box 63, River Grove, IL 60171. 

LINN'S Special Edition 
By the time you read t his column, LINN'S Stamp News should have pub

lished their special Scandinavia edition. A lot of work by SCC members went 
into the preparations for this edition, and special t hanks go to Paul Nelso n, 
Vic Engstrom, Mike Hvidonov, Marv Hunewell, Kauko Aro, Bl'yan Whipple, 
Chuck Matlack, Stan Hanson, and Wade Beery for th<'il' efforts. 

Awards 
George Brooks took a second place award as well as the Novice award for 

his Denmark Bicolors at the SPACEPEX '79 show in Houston. A silver was 
taken by Lois Teed for her "Story of Iceland" at the GRANJEX '79 show in 
Grand Junction, CO. Our Associate Editor for Iceland, Barbara R. LeBlanc, 
continues to receive awards, this time for her "Iceland: Selected Cancellations 
and Postal Markings," which won a gold at the Sunnyvale St amp Society's 
SUNPEX '79. 

• s * c • c .. 

SCC Medals 
By Ronald B. Collin 

Recently some of our members r eceived SCC medals for their showing of 
Scandinavian materials. 

At NAPEX, Svend Yort won the SCC Bronze medal for hi s showing of 
Denmark # 1. 

At SEPAD, John D. Peterson won a Gold medal for his exhibit "Fifty 
Years of Swedish Postal Stationery, 1897-1947." SCC Silver medal went to 
Richard A. Julian for his entry "Greenland Discontinued Post Offices ." SCC 
Bronze medal went to Alan Warren for his entry "First Day Covers of Den
mark." 

Our congratulations to all of you for your fine efforts. 
Anyone desiring information about the availability of our Scandinavian 

Collectors Club medals for local, regional, and national exhibitions should 
direct inquiries to the Chairman, SCC Awards Com mittee, Ronald B. Collin, 
P. 0. Box 63, River Grove, IL 60171. 

•s•c•c• 

1980 Dues 
You will soon be r eceiving your 1980 Dues Notices in a separate letter. 

In order that your Club may operate more efficiently, we ask that you kindly 
send in your dues payment as soon as possible. It is costly and time consum
ing to have to send "r eminders" about paying dues. 

A few of our SCC Chapters make it a point to collect National Dues in 
conjunction with collecting Chapter dues, or as a separate effort during a 
meeting. These payments are then forwarded to t he Treasurer. Thi s is most 
h elpful , and possibly other Chapters would do likewise. 

A form will be included with your Dues ='Jotice, along with a pre-addrPssed 
envelope. Kindly f ill out this form and return i t along with your check. 

Every effort is being made to make dues payment convenient, and we ask 
that payment be made promptly. 

Ronald B. Coll in , Treasurer, S.C.C. 
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Ubrarv News 
By Stanley H. Hanson, SCC Librarian 

Thanks to Les Behnke, Ron Collin, Joe Frye, Leonard Harlmann, J erry 
Moore, Wayne Sommer, Sigurdur Thorsteinsson, Alan Warren . Chicago Chap
ter #4, and Iceland Philatelic Study Committee for their cont{·ibutions of ma
terial to our Library. 

We would like the loan of Kohl's Briefmarke Haudbuch's Iceland section, 
published about 1907. We have had many requests for information from 
this handbook. Library will pay all mail ing costs. Can you help us'? 

The year 1979 was excellent for SCC Library : more requests fur l ibrar,\' 
material, photo copies, Audio-Visual references, and new material added. 

Thank you and let us make 1!)80 a banner year. 

A~148-E 

A-149-E 
A-150-E 
A-151-E 
A-152-E 

A-153-E 

Supplement #7 to THE LIBRARY INDEX 
F ebruary 1, 1980 

Catalogs and Miscellaneous 

Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalog Vol. 1, 1979. 
Vol. 2 1979. 
Vol. 3, 1979. 
Vol. 4, 1979. 
Stamps of Denmark, Iceland and Norway. The Earlier I ssues. Ernest 
H. Wise. 1975. English. E xcellent t r eatment of these issues. 225 il
lustrations, 9 tables, references and index. 7 % x9". 214 pp. 
Stamps of Sweden and Finland. The Earlier Issues. Ernest H. Wise. 
1975. English . Same treatment as A-152- E. 256 illustrations, 6 tabks, 
references and index. 7 %x9". 169 pp. 

Denmark 
D-119-E Tarp and Esbjerg Danish Internment Camp. English. F ile of var

ious articles from Luren. Illustrated. (See D-118-G) 81hxll" . 7 pp. 
D~l20-D . Generalpost Directeuren Circular #2, 1851. Danish. Copy of the 

original directive dated 25th October 1851. Gives postal rates then 
used in Denmark. 8 %.xll". 3 pp. 

Finland 
F-39-E Mail Conveyance and Delivery in Finland. Armas Uotila, F eb. 1970. 

Engli sh. Monograph by the Director of Postal Services. Much back
ground ma terial. Illustrated ; maps. From the American Philatelist. 
Feb., 1970. 7x10". 6 pp. 

F-40-E Finland's Arctic Circle Cancellation. Dr. Arthur Delaney. June 1970. 
English. Excellent story about Finland's Arctic Circle P ost Office. 
Illustrated. Fro1~ the American Philatelist. June, 1970. 7:>d0". 3 pp. 

Iceland 
I-30-E Iceland, a Bibliography. Lester Winick, SCC. 1979. English. A con

tinuation and addenda to the Posthorn Supplement of August 1978. 
(1~18-E) 6x9". 4 pp. 

I-31-I Baejatal A I slandi Asamt . Postnumcraskra. Post and Telecommunica
ti-0ns Adm. 1976. Icelandic. Place names of Iceland with Zip Code 
directory. 81hx12". 160 pp. . 

1-32-I Po.stnumeraskra Asamt Baejatali a Islandi. Post and Telecommunica
tions Adm. 1979. Icelandic. Postal Number Director,v (Zip Code ) 
with place names of Iceland. 81/:ixl2". 60 pp. 
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I-33-E File on Iceland, The 1902-'03 Overprints. English. Various a rticles 
and monographs from philatelic periodicals. The Posthorn, London 
Philatelist, ScandinaYian News Letter; Philatelic Magazine, Scan
dinavian Contact, SPA Journal and photocopy of 1-3-E. Authors: 
S. Yort, SCC; W. Weirgang, SCC; Capt. K. Jahr, SCC; P. Hamil
ton; E . A. G. Caroe, CBE; and S. H. Thorsteinsson, SCC. 8 1h xll", 
99 pp. 

I-34-D-E Island. Islandske Blrekannulleringer, Icelandic Manuscript Cancels. 
F. ~stergaard, SCC. Danish and E nglish. 81hxll". 8 pp. 

1-35-D lslandske Skilling Brev. lb Eichner-Larsen, SCC. Danish. Article 
on 7 rare skilling covers. Illustrated. 8 1hxll" . . 5 pp. 

1-3,6-1 Skra Yfir Postafgreidslur og Brefhirdingar Arin 1873-1973. lslandic 
Post Adm. 1974. Icelandic. Directory of all post offices ever opeT
ated in Iceland, by classes; opening and closing dates; and the d·s
trict in which located. 81hxll". 40 pp. 

1-37-E One Hundred Years <>f Icelandic Stamps. J. A. Jonsson. 1977. Eng
lish. The long-awaited handbook. See book review in the Posthorn. 
Well illustrated. Color plates. 71hx10". 472 pp. 

Norway 
N-102-NGE Norwex 80. Bulletin 2. 1979. Norw., Ger., English. The second 

information bulletin. See ( N-91-NGE). Illustrated. 6x8 % .... 56 pp. 
N-103-E Mail for Seamen creates new job for Norway Posts. Gunner Sundt

jonn. Nov., 1970. English. Interesting article on the problems of de
livering mail to Norway's seamen around the wo.rld. From the Amer
ican Philatelist. Nov., 1970. 7x10". 3 pp. 

• s • c • c • 

Scandinavian Literature Notes 
By Alan Warren 

The September issue of Scandinavian Contact from England carries a 
new column on Greenland by Simon Benedictus. The author warns against 
covers bearing the 1921 Danish Christmas seal being offered as "Greenland''. 
material, unless the postal markings indicate the cover was in fact sent to or 
from that country. The seal portrays a Greenland theme. 

In the same issue, E. F. Keefe leads the reader through the various Fin
nish aerograms. Column for the other Scandinavian countries cover such 
things as new issues and plate flaws, i.e. the entire range of news. 

Posthistorisk Tidsskrift Nos. 2 and 3, 1979, continue the series of articles 
by Hans Ehlern Jessen on early Danish postal rates and condition s prior t o 
the appearance of the first stamps. Issue No. 2 has an interesting tabulation 
of postal r oute highlights in Schleswig from the beginning of the 17th century 
to 1856. Arne Kjeldsen Larsen discusses the Danish Brigade and the Danish 
Command in Germany during the post war years in issue No. 3 . . 

The October issue of Het No<irderlicht, published in the Hagu'e by N. F. V. 
Skandinavie, carries articles on the overprinted regular i ssues of Iceland 1920-
30; varieties of the "Russian" type stamps of Finland; and mail cancelled 
Spitzbergen/ Svalbard. The October 22 issue of LINN'S contained a nice re
view of the 1980 Norma catalog of Finland by Mike Hvidonov. 

The October issue of Nordisk Filatelistisk Tidsskdft contains a major 
article on Danish letters· to Finland via the Danish ·post office in Harn burg d.ur
ing the period 1848-50. Some interesting Danish covers of WW I vintage are 
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described in another article by Erik Hvidberg Hansen. The ser ies on Danish 
provisionals is continued in the November issue of the same journal, with a 
discussiotl of the 35 fi)re overptints, detailing varieties. 

Many of us are regular readers of SCC Chapter 17's monthly periodical 
Luren, an informal yet award-winning journal edited by Paul Nelson. The 
December, 1979 issue is devoted entirely to an eleven-year index covering all 
issues from Vol. I No. 1 (May, 1969) to date. During this period the journal 
has had three editors: the late Bibs Berner, Pete Schlueter, and, since mid 
1975, Paul Nelson. C!'edit for the mammoth undertaking of the index goes 
to Robert C. Gross. 

Color In Philately ... A Review 
Color in Philately by R. H. White, published by 'l'he Philatelic Foundation, 

New York, 1979, $39.50. 
First, the bad news. This long awaited book is shoddily bound. The 

signat ures are glued, not sewn. The pages of text are simply glued into the 
spine of the hard covers, apparently because the important Color Supplement 
is inserted in a pocket glued to the inside back cover. 

This reviewer's copy arrived with the glue-line at the spine sernred, the 
four corners of the book bent, and Color Region I of the supplement inadvert
ently glued to the back cover. It would have been better to issue the supple
ment as a separate, and sewn and bound· the text properly. For $40, we de
serve better. 

The crowning touch was the lapse of exactly one yea r from the 
time the order was placed until the book was r eceived in December, 1979. 

And now for the good news. This treatise is the latest and most authori
tative treatment of the subject of stamp colors to be found anywher e. Tech
nically, it is probably ~ beyond the interest of most laymen-collectors. But t he 
beauty of the text lies in its· inherent r eadability, and its arrangement of sub
ject matter such that the r eader can explore any aspect of the mater ial to the 
desired degree. 

The Editor, R. H. White, has not only drawn on the fin e talents of a 
knowledgeable editorial boa'rd, but has quoted extensively from several sources 
on the subje~ts of ink, pigments, color measurement, printing techniques, and 
instrumental analysis. · 

The text is divided into three major sections : Section I discusses clefini
tio.ns, paper manufacture and watermarking, stamp and cancellation inks, and 
various photometric meth ods of color measurement. Section II goes into t he 
more technical exposition of color and pigment analysis, espEcially non
destructive techniques. While these techniques will not be available to the 
average collector, they are important in identifying different printings arising 
from formula variations, and also aid in ident ifying forgeries made w ith pig
ments or systems not knovn1 at the ti)lle a stamp was orig inally issued. This 
section also describes several color naming systems, and emphasizes the widely 
used approach based on A. H. Mnnsell's classic work. 

In Section III the editor draw heavily on the writings of others. Part A 
consists largely of excerpts from chapters of the Pigments Handbook of 1967, 
(Wiley), in which specialists describe the composition and behavior of specific 
pigments. 

Part B is also made up of individual contributors on measurement t ech
niques, including the nsc of color_ photography for identifying stamp color s. 
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Part C is devoted to articles by collectors who have in-depth knowledge 
of particular stamp issues and the color problems associated with them. Here 
the l'eader can learn from R. H. White's analysis of the 3c pink and pigeon 
blood issues of 1861 and his review of the 4c Columbian blue error; Brian 
Green's discussion of the Confederate States lOc rose lithograph; or Louis 
Grunin's study of the 5c Indian red brown shades of 1857-61. Foreign col
lectors will learn about early New Zealand issues from Robert Odenweller, 
Canadian small Queen's head issues from Timothy Holmes, and even the Nor
wegian 5 jilre Posthorn issue of 1886 ("green") from SCC's own Reidar Norby. 

The text is carefully edited (this reviewer noticed only a m;sspelling of 
"trichloroethylene") . Perhaps the most spectacular part of the book is a 16-
page full color insert with meticulously fa)thful color r eproductions-a credit 
to the printer's art. Of special interest is the reproduction of color shades 
caused by exposure to light or various chemical atmospheres, which can create 
nightmares for the collector. 

However, while the text presents an excellent study of the historical and 
technical aspects of the subject of philatelic color, the most useful part of the 
Foundation's t ool is the "Color Supplement." This section is tucked into a 
pocket at the back of the book, and consists of six excellent charts showing 
various color regions, six corresponding coded designation charts, a mask to 
aid in color comparison, and a 12-page guide on how to use the supplement to 
identify stamp colors based on the Munsell notation system. 

Despite the deficiency in binding, this important work belongs in the li
brary of any serious student of philately. Special plaudits go . to those who 
helped financially with the publication of Color i.n Philately, and also to the 
Chemistry Department of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute for technical con-
sultation. . .. Alan Warren 

SCANDINAVIA 
Large Stock - Moderate Prices 

~trong in 19th Century, including the better items; Covers, Postal 

Stationery, Cancels, Errors, Proofs, Varieties, etc. Please call for 

an appointment hefore coming. 

HENRIK POLLAK 
55 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y. 10036 

Phone (212) OX-.6-1348 

APS SPA SOC ASDA 

SCANDINAVIA 
Postal auctions for collectors and investors, Denmark, 
Finland, Norway and Sweden. Auctions held every 2-3 
months. Send for regular catalogues free. 
We also buy for cash: Classical quality items. Mainly 
from Scandinavia. 

Scania-Frimarken 
P . 0. Box 13029 - S-200 44 Malmo 

Telephone: Sweden 040-975990 
Members of OFF 
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able. (Review) 

D. W. I. Encyclopedia Volume I Now Avail-
1979, p. 208 

Bloedow, F . H. : Unlisted Danish Variety. 1979, p. 90 

Warren, A. : Danish Covers-A Book Review. (Review of Got
fredsen, J. and Haff, J.: Danske Breve 1851-1979). 1979, p. 133, 

(2.00, 204-206) 

Hunewell, M. D., : "Faroe Islands 1979; GFlO Postage Stamps 
and Postmarks" by Eric Wowern, A review-. 1979, p. 76-77 

Hunewell, M. D. : Scanning the Past, Faroese Philatelic Lit
erature. 1979, p. 120 

Hvidonov, M. : More on Finnish Forgeries. 1979, p. 91 

Leinonen, J . : Collector: Beware of 1930 Cover Forgeries
As well as Others. 1979, p. 91-92 

Fraser, E. : Finland, an example of the dangerous forgeries 
that can be cheaply and easily made from genuine postal sta
tionery. 1979, p. 168-173 

Fraser, E. Sperati Forgeries- Forgery Detection Methods. 
1979, p. 180-188 

Ylismaa, I. Norma-1980 (Review of catalog). 
1979, p. 209-210 

Fraser, E . : The Post Offices of Finland. 1979, p. 13-14 

Fraser, J. : Finland: Cover of the Month (cover with Heinola 
and Lovisa cancellations). 1979, p. 150-151 

Hvidonov, M. E . : The "Two-Ring" Postmarks of Finland (1873-
1893 ) - A Review. (Review of book by J. Olamo). 

1979, p. 29-30 

Fraser, E. : The 1856 Oval Issues of Finland, correcting a be
lief on the use of ink and town cancels together. 1979, p. 97-103 

Fraser, E. : Finland's Double-Ring Cancels and the Philatelic 
Federation of Finland's New Reference Book. 1979, p. 103-106 
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SPECIALIZED SCANDINAVIA SALE 
Description and Condition Facit CV Price 

211 O Private roulette 41h, 3 margins, F-VF - ------- $216.00 $130.00 
4I * Inv. Wmk., N.G., Scuffed, thin, tear ------------ 384.00 19.00 
5il O Inv. Wmk., well centered ,lit 26/ 5/ 98, VF _____ ___ 54.00 45.00 

23bIII * Inv. Wmk., N.G., fresh VF copy ---------------- 144.00 72.00 
·271 O Inv., frame, well cent., lite encl., VF __________ 264.-00 210.00 
321 O Inv. Wmk., well cent., lite encl., VF ------------ 18.00 14.50 
DENMARK 
9 O Plate 7, No. 21, 4 Margins, VF ---------------·-- 54.00 

21lIIb O Well cent., TR perf rounded, tear, Inv. Wmk. ____ 132.00 
22IV O Inv. Wmk., tear, minor faults - - ------------------ 30.00 
28IIIb O Inv. Wmk., Inv. frame, well cent., VF ------- - -·- 14.40 
29Illa O Centered low, VG-F' - ------ - ------- - - ------------ 12.00 
30III O Inv. Wmk., pp, weak corner, cent. R -------------- 86.40 
32IVa 0 Inv. Wmk., F-VF --- - - - --- --------------------- 21.60 
32IVb O Inv. Wmk., few pp -------------------------------- 4.80 
34Illa O Inv. Wmk., few pp ---------·--------------------- 21.60 
38III * Inv. Wmk., NH, F-VF - - ------------------------ 16.80 
38IVB 0 Inv. frame, wmk. III, F-VF ---------------------- 21.60 
39IIIA * Inv. frame, Wrnk. II, NH, VF ---------------- ---- 4.80 
4lIVa O Inv. Wmk., Normal frame, well cent., VF ___ _____ 30.00 
45IIIB O Inv. frame, Wmk. III, well cent., VF ------------ 72.00 
46B 0 Wmk. II, F-VF ---------------------- ---------- 38.40 
46IV * Inv. Wmk., OG, VF - - ------- ------------- ---- ---- 9.60 
50III O Inv. Wmk., well cent., VF ---------------------- 66.00 
52IV * Inv. Wmk., part OG, cent. low, tiny thin, F-VF __ 192.00 
52IV O Inv. Wmk., thin, F-VF ----------- --------------- 30.00 
53IV O Inv. Wmk., some perf flaws, well cent., F-VF ______ 7.20 
55Ill O Broken circle variety, VF ___ - ----------- - ----- - -- 2.88 
59III 0 Inv. Wmk., VF ---------------------------------- 3.60 
6·0III O Broken circle variety, VF ------------------------ 4.80 
60VB * Inv. Wrnk., III, cent. low, OG, NH -------------- 12.00 
61III 0 Inv. Wmk., cent. TL, F-VF ------------------ -- 14.40 
78III O MA joined, well cent., VF - ------------------ ----- 3.60 
84 O Wmk. crown, p 14x141h, VF --------------- ---- - -- 2.64 
85 * Wmk. crown, p 14xl4 1 \? , OG, F -VF ----------- --- 9.60 
115I O MA joined, well cent., VF ---------- ------------ 13.20 
132aI O Hook on E, cent. low, 2 pp, Nat. paper flaw __ ____ 84.00 
211I O Line on Forehead, VF ------------ - --- - ---- - ---- 26.40 
Tj9III O Inv. Wmk., F-VF ------------------------ ------ 24.00 
Ti411 O Inv. Wmk., cent. TR, F-VF - ------------ ----------- 4.80 
Ti811 O Inv. Wrnk., F-VF - ----- -- - - ----- ----------------- 45.60 
Pf6a O Dark grey, cent. TL, F-VF ----------- ----------- 66.00 
FINLAND 
12LBza O 
12LBa * 
13 0 
13L 0 
15L 0 
17 0 
19 0 
19L 0 
20 0 
23 0 
27 * 
31B 0 
31 0 

White spot over A in PENNIA, F-VF ------------ 32.40 
0 in SUOMI like a Q, OG, F-VF - --------------- 108.00 

N in PENNI missing right line, F-VF -------- -- 18.00 
Point between N and L in FINLAND, perf flaws __ 10.80 
Lower left inner circle broken over 10, F-VF ______ 23.40 
Frame partially missing under LR 25, perf flaws __ 19.80 
Lion with impressed back, minor perf flaws ______ 173.85 
Lion with impressed back, F-VF ----- ----------- 63.00 
Point between N and L in FINLAND, F-VF __ ____ 9.60 
PENRIA instead of PEN~HA, cent. low, F-VF ____ 12.00 
Frames UR point missing, small thins, OG, F-VF __ 7.20 
Point on upper left circle, F-VF ------------------ 4.08 
Point on neck of UL 5, F-VF --------- --- - ---------- 4.08 

15.00 
13.00 

3.00 
9.50 
7.25 

29.00 
14.00 

1.60 
7.20 

16.80 
14.00 
4.80 

19.50 
48.00 
25.00 

6.40 
44.00 
64.00 
10.00 
2.40 
2.00 
2.50 
3.25 

10.00 
8.75 
2.50 
2.00 
6.25 
8.50 

28.00 
17.00 
15.00 
3.00 

29.50 
39.50 

'19.50 
65.00 
10.75 

3.60 
14.00 

6.60 
69.50 
41.00 

6.25 
7.25 
2.40 
2.50 
2.50 
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FINLAND (continued) 
•117 A * Perf. 14x14, VF, :>!H - ---- - ---------- ----- ----- 45.60 
166Kv * Einland instead of Finland, OG, VF ______________ 6.00 

ICELAND 
Sa 0 

lOa * 
lOb * 
11c O 
llIVb 0 
12a O 
13a * 
13b * 
13c * 
15b 0 
17b * 
54II 0 
6411 0 
841 0 
115II * 
1581 * 
1791 * 
209-9 0 
2141 * 
Tj4a * 
Tj8a 0 
Tj2-0II * 
Tj20Il * 
Tj62I 0 
65 0 
T j8 0 
•124 0 
24 0 
170 0 
178 0 
NORWAY 

Orange-brown, thin paper, BR perf rounded ____ 168.00 
Dull blue-green, OG, F-VF _ ---------- ----------- 66.00 
Green, NG, F-VF --- ------ --------------------- 39.60 
Goldish light grey, F-VF ----------------- ------ - 48.00 
lnv. Wmk., well cent .. VF ------- - ----- - --- - --- --- 66.00 
Violet carmine, cent. high, minor thin ___________ 36.00 
Dark brown, BR perf r ounded, part OG ________ _ 216.00 
Deep brown, OG, gum stains, F-VF ------- -------- 168.00 
Brown, TG, well cent., VF ----------------------- 168.0-0 
Gray-blue, F-VF -------------- ------------------ 30.00 
Light lilac, NG, cent. low, 2 pp -~----------- - -- 108.00 
lnv. Wmk., cent. right, F-VF ----- ---------- ----- 24.00 
AUP instead of AUR, cent. right, F -VF ____________ 78.00 
Inv. Wmk., F-VF --------------- - --------- ------- 6.00 
Inv. Wrnk., VF ------- -------- ---- ------- --- ----- 20.40 
10 aur above 5 aur, F-VI<', :>JH ------------------ 156.00 
White dot under 25, tiny thin, OG. F-VF _______ ___ 15.60 
All with scarce "TOLLUR" cancel, F -VF __ ______ 62.40 

VF NH block of four - ------------------------- 134.40 
Orange gold, thin paper, 1 TG. \'F ------- - ----- --- 60.00 
Dark green, F-VF - -- -------------- ----------- 156.00 
No I before I GILDI, tiny thin, OG, F-VF ___ ___ ____ 12.00 
NH strip of 3, error on center stamp, cent. low ____ __ 20.40 
No dot above j, VF -------:--- ------------------- 28.80 
(HR)AUN crown cancel, (type I) F-VF ___ _____ 32.40 
(ARNARH)OLT crown cancel (type II) torn ___ ___ 36.00 
(GR)IMS(EY) crown cancel (type II) VF ________ 552.00 
KEFL(AVIK) crown cancel (type I ) F-VF __ __ __ 17.80 
"231" numeral cancel, (about 70 %) VF - - ------- - 132.00 
(EDI) :>!BURGH cancel, (July 1930), VF __________ 39.60 

2c O Dark orange brown, cen t. right, VG-F __________ 264.00 
3 * OG, cent. r ight, some paper on gum, F-VF ________ 360.00 
3 O Well centered double "383" HULL cancel , VF ____ 90.00 
4c * Light blue green, NG, minor thins, F -VF __ __ ____ 576.00 
5 * NG, cent. to BL, faded color, VG ------------ --- 960.00 
5bVI O Lilac red, cent. low, "253" cancel, F-VF -------- 144.00 
5b O Lilac red, cent. to TL, VG-F ------------------ 96.00 
9 O Well cent., TR perf rounded, F-VF --------------- - 54.00 

10 O Centered right, few pp, F-VF --- --------------- 144.00 
10 * OG, fresh, F-VF --------- ---------------------- 38.40 
11 O Well centered, minor faults, VG-F - - - -------- ----- 48.00 
12 O Well centered BERGE::-\ 1872 eds, minor thin, F-VF 66.00 
12 O .:\ice CHRISTIANIA 31/ 711869 eds, F -VF ______ __ 66.00 
15 O Centered high, tiny pinhole, F-VF __ - ----- - ------ 54.00 
19ab O Dull violet, thin grey-khite paper, VG-F __ ______ 72.00 
21 O Well centered, minor faults, VG-F ------------- - -- 66.00 
24aIIII * NG, well centered, VF -------------------------- 99.00 
24bIII O Well centered, VF ----------------------------- - -- 32.40 
24dIII 0 Centered high, F-VF -------- -------------------- --- 14.40 
25III O Centered low, F -VF ----------- ------------------- 96.00 
30 O Nice color, well centered. small faults, VG-F ______ 144.00 
35 O Centered to TL, minor faults ---- ----- ------------- 54.00 
47b * eW!l centered, NG, VF -------------------------- 18.00 
51A O P late I, brownish orange, F-VF ------------------ 43.20 
56C 0 Perf 13%x12V2, F-VF ---------- - - --------------- 13.20 
59K O Perf 13 1hxl21h, ccnterecl low, qr.!all thin , OG, VG-F _ 51.00 

1980 

36.50 
4.00 

56.00 
43.00 
19.75 
28.75 
55.00 
12.00 
36.00 
84.00 
84.00_ 
19.50 
36.00 
14.25 
46.75 

3.75 
14.25 

125.00 
6.25 

37.50 
120.00 

30.00 
93.50 

4.75 
16.25 
20.00 
19.25 
12.00 

200.00 
10.50 
75.00 
35.00 

132.00 
180.00 

72.00 
192.00 
192.00 
86.50 
48.00 
18.00 
48.00 
26.75 
16.00 
26.00 
43.00 
18.00 
42.00 
22.00 
54.50 
22.75 

9.25 
62.50 
48.00 
18.00 

9.00 
30.00 

8.50 
18 00 
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NORWAY (continued ) 
64C 0 Perf 13 1hx12lh, well cent., F--VF --- ----~-- --- - - - 8.40 
78C O Perf 141h,xl31h, well cent, F-VF - -- - --- ----- - - - - - - 6.00. 
168a O VF, well centered ------~-------- ---- -- ---------- - 8.40 
168a * VF, OG, well centered - - - - - ----- -------- - - --- - - - 9.60 
:SWEDEN 
12f O Shaded numerals, centered high, F-VF --- --- --- --- - - 7.55 
17b O Dark orange brown, cent. low, VG-F ___________ _ 19.20 
19a O Dull bluish green, 'F~VF - - -- - - - - --- - --- - ------- --- 60.00 
19g O Shaded numeral, · cent. low, VG-F - ---- - ----- - - --- 11.50 
20d O Reddish violet; cent. high, F-VF - -------- ------- 60.00 
20g O Bluish gray, nice cent., VF - - --- - --- - - -------- - - - -- 54.00 
2li O Shaded numerals,, well cent ., VF ------- - ---~----- - 9.25 
30a O Gray green, cent. right, F-VF --- ------ ------ ----- 8.40 
3ld O Ca rmine lilac, S9N " GOTEBORG 316/ 84", F-VF ___ 14.40 
35c O Olive brown, minor crease, cent. low, F-VF ________ 38.40 
39VII O · S~arce 12/31 / 84 cancel, VF - - --- ----- - - - - - - - - --- --- 84.00 
40 * Narrow foot and dot, OG, minor gum wrink les, VF __ 10.80 
42III O Cancelled 1886, well cent., F-VF -------- --- ---- - ---- 3.35 
43d O Blue green, F -VF - - --- - --- - - ----- --------- - ----- - 4.80 
47a O Shaded numerals, VF ~-~----------------------- 11.30 
47b O Reddish brown, VF - - --- - - -------- --- --- - -------- 15.60 
52a * Green, well cent., . OG, VF ----- - --- ---- _____ ______ 57.60 
58IIb * Inv. Wmk., well· cent ., OG, NH --- - --- - - -- - - ----- 74.40 
761 0 Inv. Wmk., well cent., VF - - ----- - --- - - - --- ------- 6.00 
140Ab * Type I, OG, NH, cent. right, few worn perfs ______ 14.40 
140Ca * No wmk., perf. 4 sides, OG, F-VF - - -- - - - -- - - ---- - 9.6·0 
140Ccx * NH, OG, F-VF, cent. TR --- --- -- - - - ---------'-·- - - 10.80 
141Aa * Type I , part QG, well cent., VF --- - - -- - - ----··- -- - 54.00 
142Acx * NH, OG, VF --~.,.------------ --- - ------- - --- -- -- -- 8.40 
143Ad * Type II, OG, VF - - -------- - - - ------ ------- - - --- - 4.80 
143Ea * No wmk., perf 13, OG, VF __ _:_ _____________________ 33.60 
145Ab * Type I, OG, VF __ _:_.:_ ___ ___ .:_ _____________________ 7.10 
145Ea * No wmk., perf. 13, type I, well cent., VF _______ __ 39.60 
146Ac * Type II, white paper, OG, NH, VF - - - - ------- - -- - - 9.60 
148C * NH, OG, VF -,-- -*- --- - - ----- - - --- ----- --- --- --- - 24.00 
158 * Type I, cent. high, OG, tiny thin, F-VF --- - - - -- - ~-- 48.00 
160 O Type I , natural paper flaw, F-VF ----- ------ - -- - - 4.&0 
175C-9C * 5 values, OG, F-VF, few perf flaws ____ ____ ___ ___ 100.30 
180b * Carmme red; white paper - ----- ----- ---- - -- - ---- - 38.40 
181a * Dull orange, -OG, F-VF ------ - -- --------- -------- 24.00 
187a * OG, gum stainsr thin - - -- ----- -----·· - - --- ------ 31.20 
189 * Type I, OG, , yy· ____ --· ______ ______ ...: __ ...: __ ______ 43.20 
191a * Dark brown, OG, :\'H, VF ---- - - --- - - - --- - - - --- - -- 43.20 
192b * Olive gray, QG,: NH, cent. right, F-VF - - - -- - - - --- 42.00 
197cx z O Well cent., some worn perfs., VG-F --- - - - ------- - 48.00 
197cxz * OG, one perf t 9rn, VG-F ____ ----- ---··---- - --- - 48.00 
Tj3b * OG, fresh, thins, VG-F ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- 138.00 
'l'j19c O Letters in TJ•UGO not filled in, VF -·------- ----- - ' 3,95 
Tj22 * Type II, , OG, NH, VF __ .;:.:. _______ ______ ________ 132.00 
Tj24 * OG, NH, small thin, center ed to TL, VG-F ______ 174.00 
Ll-I.. · O Long foot on L, nat. paper flaws , F-VF ------- - -- 22.80 
L6a O Clear blue, well rent., thins, tear - - ----- --- __ ____ 150.00 

.· Ron Brightson CSCC # 769) 
Scandinavian St9,mp Company 

P. 0. BOX 2173 . . RESTON, VA 22090 
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5.50 
3.50 
6.00 
6.75 

4.75 
11.50 
30.00 

6.75 
39.00 
38.00 

6.00 
5.50 
9.25 

15.25 
60.00 
7.00 
2.75 
3.00 
7.25 

11.00 
37.50 
70.00 

4.50 
10.75 

5.75 
9.50 

38.00 
8.00 
3.50 

23.50 
5.00 

27.75 
9.00 

20.00 
16.-00 

2.40 
60.00 
23.00 
16.00 
10.40 
30.00 
40.00 
38.00 
24.00 
24.00 
46.00 

3.00 
125.00 
58.00 

7.60 
50.00 

Please send pay ment with order. Include· 50c extra on orders under $25.00. 
Prompt refund on sold out items, alternate .choices app<eciated . F oreign order s 
add $3.00. for reg·istration . · All items returnable within RO days. Send for 
free copy of 1980 Scandinavian price list . 
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Scandinavian Collectors Club 
Treasurer's Report 

31 December 1979 

1980 

Cash balance 1 January 1979 $9,193.45 
Receipts: 

Advertising $1,056.50 
Admission Fees 88.00 
Interest on Savings 797.94 
Literature Sales 1~6.50 
Membership Dues 5,429.00 
Posthorn Subscriptions 15.00 
Sale of Medals and Insignias 378.00 

Total receipts $7,955.94 
Expenditures: 

Posthorn Expenses: 
Publishing Costs: 

Address Plates and Envelopes $ 238.15 
Postage 330.60 
Printing 2,698.45 
Printing Cuts 396.50 

Total Publishing costs $3,663.70 
Editor's costs: 

Postage $ 36.74 
Sundries 20.55 
Telephone 16.00 

Total editor's costs 73.29 
Total Posthorn Expenses $3, 736.99 

Administrative Expenses : 
Chapter Sponsorships $ 183.23 
Dues Notices 280.12 
Dues and Subscriptions 51.00 
Election Expenses 0 
Foundation Organization 41.10 
Legal 55.75 
Library 300.00 
Membership Cards 776.67 
Office Supplies 108.10 
Postage 427.19 
Printing 215.15 
Publicity 121.98 
Telephone 82.85 

Total Administrative Expenses $2,643.14 
Total Expenditures $6,380.13 
Surplus 1,575.81 

Cash Balance - 31 December '1979 $10,769.26 
Checking $ 769.26 
Savings 10,000.00 

$10,769.26 
Respectfully submitted, 

Ronald B. Collin, Treasurer 
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A 6-
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Thorsteinsson, S. H. : Day of Issue-Day of Publication (!i>sue date Aug. 
1 shown on 100 year anniversary issue block of 4 is claimed 
to be in error). 1979, p. 121-123 

A 7, 7B 

A 28B 

Literature 

Poatal History 

Postmarks 

Nielsen, O. : Iceland--6 Aur Oval Issue, by the Iceland Study 
Group and prepared by Orla Nielsen. (In depth study) . 

1979, p. 158-167 

Iceland Variety (Left frame cut). 
1979, p. 93; (128, 157) 

Eldrup, E. : Variety in 10 Aur Issue. 1979, p . 157; (93, 128) 

Winick, L. : Iceland, a Bibliography. 1979, p. 175-179 

Caroe, A. : One Hundred Years of Icelandic Stamps (Review). 
1979, p . 206-208 

Thorsteinsson, S. H. Bottle Mail from Vestmannaeyar. 
1979, p. 1-2 

Cass, G. G. : Icelandic Paquebot Mail. 1979, p. 21-24 

My Favorite Iceland Cover (Cover addressee! to 
Varnarlidid, returned). 1979, p . 88 

Sickels, G. W. : Misery and Mystery (War covers, difficulties 
of delivery) . 1979, p. 152-154 

Thorsteinsson, S. H. : Postal History Retraced. 1979, p. 155-157 

Sommer, W. C. : The F irst Postal System of Iceland. 
1979, p.189-193 

Thorsteinsson, S. : Skip Nr. 1 (MI S ESJA) 1979, p. 211-212 

Thorrnar, S. and Runeborg, T. : An Old Mystery Solved 
(Canceller 236 used at Flaga). 1979, p. 9-12 

Thorsteinsson, S. H. : The Jubilee Cancellation (Thingvellir 
930-1930). 1979, p. 21 

The Paquebot Marks of Reykjavik, Iceland (Re-
printed from book by E . Drechsel). 1979, p. 75 

Collin, R. B. : What Happened in Hraungardi on November 
5th? (Hraungerdi cancelation on "Prir' stamps, apparently ap
plied to full sheets). 1979, p. 118-120 
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Forgeries 

Literature 

INDEX - . 1.1!79. 

Werenskiold, C. H. : Method of Pro~ucing the Cliches for Nor
way No. 1. 1979/p. 74-75, 147 

Werenskiold, C.H. : Norway-4 Skilling Posthorn, Types- Nor
wegian Catalog No. 19. 1979, p. 69~73 

W erenskiold, C. H. : Forgeries of the Stamps of Norway (Sum
mary from literature). 1979, p. 37-50, (86) 

, ;· 

Oslo Filatelistklubb : Norgeskatalogen 1980 (Review). 
1979, p. 205 

Postal History 

Postmarks 

PHILATELY 

Literature 

Perforation 

Printing 

Ultraviolet 

Watermark 

Jones, R. G. : Mail from Norway to France and United Kingdom 
1744-1844. 1979, p . 4-8, 51-63; (85-86, 198-199) 

Hanson, S. H. : A Review (Review of "Norske Maskinstempler 
med Texh1903-1978"-machine cancellations-by Norsk Fil
atelistforbund). · 1979, p. 204 

Richter, J . : Notes on Norway. 1979, p. 80~81, 112-114 

Wood, K. A. : Basic Philately (Review). 1979, p. 206 

Fraser, E. : Finland 1875-1929 (Attempt to show counting holes 
better than use of perforation gauge). 1979, p. 108-111 

Werenskiold, C. H. : Typography-Lithography- Offset (Dis
tinction by "ink squeeze" in typography). 1979, p. 143 

Werenskiold, C. H. : Use of Ultraviolet Radiation in Philately. 
1979, p. 137~142 

Werenskiold, C. H. The Word "Watermark." 
1979, p. 144-147 

Fraser, E. and Adamowicz, M. Mini-Computers and Stamps, 
Demonstrated with Cancels on the Finnish Serpentine Issues. 

1979, p. 32 

SCAN DINA VIA 
Literature 

Warren, A. Scandinavian Literature Notes. 
1979, p. 76-77, i29-130 , 203-204 

Frimarkshuset AB : Fa:cit Specfalkatalog 1979-1980 (Review). 
.. . . .. . 1979, p. 206 

SCANDINAVIAN PHILATELIC FOVNDATION : 
Koplowitz, G. : Scandinavian Philatelic Foundation Established. 

1979, p. 107 
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A.P.R.L. Translation/ Publication Committee News 
By Joe F. Frye 

At the end of December, 1978, the American Philatelic Research Library, 
Box 338, Stat e College, PA 16801 received a $10,000.00 grant for the specific 
purpose of translation from non-English text and publication of Scandinavian
area philatelic literature. Since that grant was announced, several small but 
welcome additional contributions have been received by the Library, and further 
funds are of course eagerly solicited. 

The Board of Trustees appointed POSTHOR~- Editor J-0e F. Frye, Box 
22308, Memphis, TN 38122, a Trustee of the Library, chairman of the com
mittee to handle this fund and activity. 

Since the Scandinavian Philatelic Foundation (SPF) has now become an 
established entity-and has quite similar purposes- the APRL committee 
chairman has contacted Donald Halpern, liaison for the SPF, and each group 
has stated their firm intention to avoid confl ict of activity and resultant waste 
of time, effort and funds by full cooperation in all projects undertaken. 

The APRL is now expanding their a ims in the translation-publishing di
r ection to add a long-term undertaking involving the services of many more 
individuals, and requiring the development of funds for translation of all 
worthy foreign-language philatelic literature--not just Scandinavian-into 
English, and publication thereof. 

This expansion of the Library's translation-publication activities is being 
undertaken in addi ti-0n to the Scandinavian area activity noted above. En
tirely separate donations- which may be designated by country or geographic 
area if the donor so requests-are earnestly solicited for thi s additional enter
prise. While major grants are of course required, those willing to d-0nate 
amounts of $5.00, $10.00, $25.00 or more can materially aid in establishment 
and maintenance of this newly-expanded activity. 

Every philatelic organization with knowledge of a foreign-language area 
of philatelic literature is sincerely invited to participate in this program
both for the Scandinavian area and any other country. Presidents of such 
organizations are asked to signify their interest (in NON-Scandinavian areas) · 
in a letter to David Lidman, APRL president, P. 0. Box 3·38, State College, PA 
1'6801. Scandinavian-area individuals or groups should contact the chair
man of that APRL committee, Joe Frye, Box 22308, Memphis, TN 38122. 

During February, 1980, details will be forwarded all those who have prev
iously r esponded to Frye concerning the Scandinavian activities, and develop
ments will appear in the POSTHORN as well as otherwise in the philatelic 
media as soon as events justify announcements. 

Translators are particularly desired and must of course be philatelically 
knowledgeable in both languages involved. 

* s * c * c * 
"MEMPHEX-SCC '80" SHOW DATES CHANGED 

Due to a conflict with the annual convention show of the APS, the 198-0 
SCC annual convention will now be held on October 4 and 5, 1980 in Memphis. 
Bourse and exhibitor information free on request from Joe Frye, Box 11529, 
Memphis, TN 38111, or Box 22308, Memphis, TN 38122. 

The Swedish Postoffice has accepted an invitation to participate and other 
Scandinavian postal authorities have been invited as well. The U. S. Postal 
Service will of course be present with their "Postique" sales booth and special 
canceller as they have for many years of this annual Memphis exhibition. 
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The Editor's Mailbag 
Westpex '80, 21st annual show of the Assn. for West ern Philat el ic Exhi

bitions, Inc., featuring the Germany Philatelic Society meeting, will be held 
April 11-13 ,1980 at the Jack Tar Hotel in San Francisco, CA. 

The Al Van Dahl Memorial Award for best Scandinavian exhibit of phi
lately will again be provided for use as the J ury may deter mine, and Scandin
avian-area exhibits are earnesly sought. 

Prospectus and details from J . M. Clary 229 Masonic San Francisco CA 
94118. The award is a beautiful (and exp~~sive ! ) Orrefo~·s crystal bowl,' and 
well worth seeking. 

* * * 
Mernphex-SCC '80, the 1980 annual convention of the Scandinavian Col

lectors Club, will now be held on October 4 and 5, 1980 at the H oliday 1~1 . 
Holiday City, Memphis, TN. This date change was made necessar y because 
of previously-announced (in 11179 POSTHORN ) date conflicting with the 
APS' annual convention in Spokane. 

Prospectus and dealer bourse information from J oe Frye, Box 2230S, 
Memphis, TN 38122. 

* * * 
Ed Fraser, our very active Finland-area author , has changed his address 

to: 60 Broad St., 26th Floor, New York, NY 10004. 
::: * * 

C. J. Peterson, editor of the Philatelic Literature Review, journal of the 
American Philatelic Research Library, gave the POSTHOR~ a ver y kind com . 
pliment on page 265 of the (fourth quarter) 1979 issue of that estimable quar
terly. He commented, in part, that "This journal, which was always a solid 
standard publication, wins my vote as the most improved per iodical of the 
year." 

You, dear authors and associate editors, made th ·s possible. Thank you 
on behalf of all our members and r eaders now and as long as this paper 
crumbleth not. Thank you, too, Charlie! 

* * * 
Stangib Ltd., 601 Franklin Ave., Garden City, NY 11530 advises the Scan

dinavia "encyclopedia catalog" for Scandinavia will be publ ished Jan. 18, 1980. 
It covers Denmark, DWI, Faroes, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, N orway, Sweden. 
This is but one of the ne\v twenty-one ( ! Ed. ) volume series of catalogs from 
the Stanley Gibbons, Ltd. group in England, and the pr ice noted is $13.00 for 
the Scandinavian volume. Available local dealers or direct from address given 
above, add $1.50 postage and handling if ordering direct. 

* * * 
SCC's hardworking Mart manager , Wade Beery, Box 3781, Orlando, FL 

3Q802, writes a long, interesting, complimentary and challenging letter da t ed 
Nov. 12, 1979, in which he suggests, in part , that he will soon be in a position 
to submit some interesting material for this journal dealing with Iceland in 
particular and perhaps a f ew other of "our" countries' philately will be dealt 
with separately as well. Thanks, Wade! It is a war m compliment to our 
publication that a busy man such as yourself would care enough to take the 
time to write in such detail and so helpfully, plus offering to contribute a r t
icles-which are always most welcomed ! 

* * * 
Apparently the message has not been stated with sufficient clarity, so 

here's a condensed view of the services available to members of the American 
Philatelic Society: 
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Monthly journal, The American Philatelist, certainly one of, if not the 
most prestigious in the English language; 

Sales Division, Stamp Insurance, Membership Directory, Expertization 
Service, Handbooks and Literature, Research Library (see next paragraph), 
Translation Service, Estate Advisory Service. 

You need not be an APS member to use the Library. You may write the 
Librarian, APRL, Box 336, State College, PA 16801 for details as to require
ments for both members and non-members of APS. The cost is minimal and 
the advantages major. 

If you'd like more information on the APS, the editor of this journal will 
gladly provide it free on request. 

* • • 
Jay Smith & Associates, Box 5485, Madison, WI 53705, regular POSTHORN 

a dvertiser, advises in a r elease dated Nov. 5, 1979, the availability of their 
new and larger-si ze price list of philatelic and philatelic literature material of 
the Scandinavian countries. The list is free on request, and having seen it, 
this editor urges all our readers to obtain and use it. 

* * * 
Paul Nelson, editor of Luren, SCC Chapter 17, Los Angeles, extraordinarily 

u seful journal, sends a copy of their exhaustive index to that publication 
which covers the ent ire run from the first (May, 1969) issue through that of 
November, 1979. Members of Chapter 17 are solicited regardless of r esidence ; 
gain a ccess to the Chapter's library by mail or in person (subscribers do not) ; 
and thi s comprehensive index is available from Box 57397, Los Angeles, 90057 
for $1.50. (The Index has been sent all members/ subscribers of Chapter 17 
without extra charge.) 

* * * 
Jared H. Richter, SCC Director-at-Large and POSTHORN associa te edi

tor, Norway, was first to notice and promptly point out to those involved the 
conflict between first-chosen date for the Memphis, T:\' SCC convention this 
year and the APS annual event, and sincere appreciation is due and hereby 
tendered Jed for his quick mention of this schedule error. See first paragraph 
of this column for new date. 

• • • 
The Mobile Post Office Society kindly furnished a copy of " The Railway 

Post Offices of Denmark" by A. M. Goodbody for review. $4 postpaid fro m 
W . F . Kimball, Jr., 21 Stonebridge Lane, West Hartford, CT 06107, the mono
graph is available in two formats: paperbound, stapled OR loose-leaf punched 
with 5 holes for both U. S. and foreign-type binders. Specify format desired . 

The 30-odd pages of text and illustrations are sufficiently large for those 
of us, like your editor, wh o are tri-focaled and going blind, and the strong 
black ink used combines to make an excellently-readable and highly useful item 
of this 8 1hxll-inch work. Coverage , as stated by the author intended to be 
and is, basic, and highest recommendation for its acquisition and use is hereby 
g iven after a quick perusal. 

• • • 
Col. James T. DeVoss, Executive Secretary of the APS, returned from a 

holiday trip in late December to find that thieves had struck his residen<:e. 
An "Interphil" collection in 6 Elbe " Ambassador" albums comprising singles / 
blocks plus FDCs , the latter mostly with his name and address; Elbe "Gov
ernor" album with Canal Zone American Bank Notes issues 1909-21 overprints 
e tc.; stockbook of CZ Hamilton Bank ~ote issue 1906 sorted by various print
ings ; h is entire CZ r eference collection in stock books, in Scott catalog number 
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order, comprising entirely spurious material collected over a 35-year period, 
and much other philatelic and personal property was included in the haul , 
which was estimated about $75,000.00 market value. 

A $5,000.00 r eward has been offe1·ed for information leading to r ecovery 
of the stamp collections involved and an additional reward for arrest and con
viction of the thieves OR any person criminally receiving or withholding th is 
valuable property, by Col. DeVoss and his insurors. 

A more detailed listing is available from Col. DeVoss at Dox 800, State 
College, PA 16801, or by telephone (814) 237-3803. Let's try to nail these-
and other-philatelic/ numismatic thieves! 

• • * 
London 1980 sends a voluminous release not ing the run of that Interna

tional Philatelic Exhibition as Tuesday, May 6, 1980 at 1 p.m. thru 6 p.m. 
May 14, 1980 at Earls Court in London. W ish we could hP there but Norwex 
'80 demands our presence and attention ! 

* * * 
The mailbag is far from empty but the clock has run down past "dead

line" for our patient printer. Your suggestions, comments and items of news 
for the POSTHORN are always welcome. See you in Oslo in J une, and al 
Sescal in Los Angeles, Oct. 16-19, 1980 where I'll be a Liter ature J urist . 

. . . (Joe F. Frye) 
* * * 

ASSOCIATE EDITORS NEEDED 
An associate editor is needed for the following countries for this journal., 

Duties are simple: solicit and forward manuscripts to the editor for publica
tion which deal with the Scandinavian country of your special inter est: 

Denmark, Greenland. 
Other demands on Svend Yort's t ime have made it impossible for him to 

serve as he wishes, and we regretfully solicit a replacement for the two areas 
noted. It would be most welcome if we could secure the services of an asso ·
iate editor for each country, but one individual willing to perform for both 
will be sufficient. 

Write the editor if interested and willing to twist arms a bit and contrib
ute to coverage of these countries in the POSTHORN. 

• • • 
EDITORIAL 

1979 found the POSTHORN increasingly honored by exhibitions with Lit
erature exhibits offered, and that fact arose ent irely from the efforts of our 
associate editors, authors, and contributors to these pages. 

It is obvious that we have considerably more room for improvement- for 
example in coverage of Sv;eden, Denmark, Greenland- and your assistance in 
digging out manuscripts of merit in these areas is solicited. 

If it were entirely my personal r esponsibility to do all this correspondence 
and solicitation this journal would appear one one side of a cigarette paper. 
YOU, dear reader, have the knowledge and viewpoint desired to give us direc
tion and assistance for coming issues, and if yo u will respond to this appeal, 
we'll continue to impr ove. 

Most of you know what you'd like to see in this journal. If you haven' t 
found it, drop the editor a note and give your thoughts. Include suggestions 
as to sources from which such text and illustrat ive mater ial needed to fulfil 
your desires may be had, with complete addresses. Contact the associat e edi
tors as well. They are always eager for your help too . 

. . . Joe F. Frye 
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What's Happening In Finland 
By M. E. Hvidonov 

After the drought (in Finnish material ) of Summer, '79 the auct ion season 
opened with a bang. 

Finland and most of Scandinavia seem to close up for the vacation period; 
so we anxious collectors have to be patient and await the new season. 

A record sale in Switzerland in the latter part of Sept ., '79, offered a 
letter bearing 4 pairs of Finland #1, 5 kopeck, small pearls of 1856 cancelled 
with a Helsinki town and pen typical obliteration. There is no doubt that this 
sale piece is historic. The knock-down price was 550,000 Swiss francs plus 
a 10% buyers f ee. Translated at the then-current rate of exchange it 
fetched $395,425.00 . . 

The last time I saw this gem was at NORDIA 19tp in Hels inki. It ap
peared as a part of a Swedish collection belonging to P ettersson and r e
ceived the Large gold medal. There were other items almost as rare in this 
auction. I understand it was purchased by a French collector. We will have 
to wait and see when it will turn up at one of the International shows. The 
i tem is ex-Faberge and Grosfils-Berger . It sold at an H . R. Harmer Ltd. 
auction in London in March, 1940, for 80 pounds ! 

I was a bit surprised at the sale figure, having predicted it to be a bit 
over $200,000. Though this was the high point that stole the sh ow, other 
Finland articles sold at stunning prices. 

Here are a few of the other r ealizations : 
1856 #2407. 5 kop. pair, TTP (small pearls ) with town & pen cane. $14,379 

#2410. Two 5k. (large pearls ) plus a l Ok, laid paper, cut t o r ound 
shapes, on letter to Sweden - - - - - - --- --- - --- ------- - - -- - - - - - - - ·2306 
#24115 Row of 3 of the 10 kopeck Finland #2 on letter ____ 39,542 
#2416 Row of 3 of the 10 kopeck, narrow-laid paper type __ 39,542 
(This lovely item sold at a Robson Lowe London auction in .1954 for 60 
Pounds). This beats bank interest, no mat ter how the money is com
pounded! 

1860 Two 5 kopeck r ouletted stamps on letter --- - --- ------ - --- - ---- 3349 
1866 3 eight penny green plus two 20 penny r oulettes on letter ______ 2116 
1866 8 penny, rare r oulette V. with the usual perf faults - - - - - -- - --- - 7908 
1866 A letter with an 8p.+ 5p.+20p.+ 40p. ------ --------- - -------- - - 7011 

(Letters with more than one·'denominatioh and in good condit ion are 
regarded a s very desirable items ). 

1882 2 penny vertical row of 10 mint ~ta1nps in gutter tete-beche pos. 2300 

EBEL (Germany) . 
1866 5 Penny cancelled, block of 4. J akob.sstad 29.6.1875 - ----- - - - - $2646 

This is a nice item which failed to sell in previous offer ings. ( It i.s 
better when possible to get blocks or strips cancelled with 1866 datings, 
since they are harder to come by, being the early colors .) All blocks of 
4 are nice item s. 
In another EBEL auction in June '79 a 20p. TB, 1885 pair sold for 

$3069. Another TB pair of a rar e field posit ion was not sold. 
Finland. A Nov. auction in Helsinki sponsor ed by Suomen P ostimerkkeily 
. Oy was incredibly active, selling all it ems with most selling high over 

catalogue anticipations. 
One gem piece, an 8 penny cover, roulette II (NORMA 6 By) alone on 
cover on printed mail (cor rect usage) cancelled WIBORG 4.3.1873 
mailed to P aris, sold for $12,225.00. It was estimaterl at about $3800. 
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It was bought by a collector, not a speculator. 
All 8 penny stamps alone on cover are rare, including those of the 1875 
emissions. 

The Coming Internationals 
The FIP in London May 6-14 will have at least one major Finnish col

lection but I know there will be others. It is too bad that these important 
FlP shows run so close together but then again the demand for frames prob
ably dictates that it is necessary to make room for anxious exhibitors. I 
have been told that Veijo Mannerlin, wh-0 was awarded a large Gold at ABO
EX in 'furku March, 1979, will show here. His is a fine collection and phila 
telically sound with many rare items. 

I believe that Kaj Pischow will have some feature collection of ship mail 
or the like. 

NORWEX. Oslo. June 13-22, 1980 

This show will see some of the big guns of Finland presenting. The 
formidable collection of Mikko Ossa (large gold Brussels '75) will probably 
be hung . Having pored through Mikko's collection almost every year I'd ven
ture that it will get high honors. Arnold. Nyman of Finland is supposed to 
exhibit his Finland which I last saw at CAPEX a few years back. I believe 
he exhibited t here only a part of his Finland, which won a gold medal. I 
trust that he will also exhibit his great collection of France. Perhaps Reino 
Poutiainen of Finland will present his superb Great Britain collection. 

I hope to attend and enjoy NORWEX and be able to give a report on 
how the Finnish entries fare, and, more importantly "why." 

... . 

• s • c • c • 
Hove You Seen This Postmark? 

(s~r-JIT[R 
CRAHTON 

Folmer 0 stergaard would like to hear from The POSTHORN reader s 'f 
they h ave ever seen the circular date stamp, GRANTON HARBOUR . EDIN
BURGH, as illustra ted here. Roger Hosking, author of Paqueb:it Cancella
tions of the World, states that there is still a sub-postoffice to the main Edin
burgh office by the name of Grnnton Harbour, but he has not seen this par
ticular cancellation befor e. Please write Folmer 0 stergaard, Morgenvej 6, 
DK 2900, Denmark. . . . Barbara LeBlanc 
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Iceland and lnterscandinavian Postal Rates 
By Folmer ~stergaard, Derirnark, SCC #2033 

For almost 50 years, the Scandinavian countries, Denmark, Nor way, Ice
land, Sweden and Finland, have had postal rates for a number of postal mat 
ters to the other Scandinavian countries, conforii.1ing with the inland rates. 
This applies to letters, post cards and printed matter, up to certain weights. 

It bas, however, not always been the case. I will give a resume of the 
dates when inland rates were introduced between Iceland and the other Scan
dinavian countries. 

Originally, that is from 1870, Iceland had a special letter rate to the 
motherland, Denmark, which was 8 skillings. From 1876, it was 16 aurar while 
the inland rate was 4 skillings, later, 10 aurar. When postal cards were in
troduced in 1881, the rate was 8 aurar against the inland rate of 5 aurar. By 
the way, the 8 aurar rate could not be made up with stamps until 1882. On 
January 1, 1908, the special rates to Denmark were altered to conform with 
the inland rates for letters and post cards. 

The other Scandinavian countries were considered foreign countries, and 
thus had the international rate of 20 aurar per 15 grams from 1876 until 
altered after World War I. 

On September 1, 1922, an agreement with Norway came into force, g iving 
mutual inland rates between the two countries. On June 1, 1928, this was ex
panded to include Sweden, by mutual agreement. Finally, Finland entered the 
postal family of the Scandinavian countries on January 1, 193'5, thus complet
ing the Scandinavian postal region. 

The agreement applied to ordinary surface transport of mail only. When 
airmail was introduced, special airmail fees were enforced, in which respect 
the United Kingdom and the Scandinavian countries had lower rates than 
<Jther countries. The airmail fee for letters a nd postal cards was discontinued 
on April 1, 1974, but s till applies to printed matter with a common rate for 
all of Europe. 

Resume of dates: 
Iceland-Denmark 
Iceland-Norway 
Iceland-Sweden 
Iceland-Finland 

Inland Rates 
Inland Rates 
Inland Rates 
Inland Rates 

• • • 

January 1, 1908 
September 1, 1922 
June 1, 1928 
January J, 1935 

(Editor's Note: The POSTHORN would like to thank Mr. 0stergaard for 
this article on the Interscandinavian Postal Rates and for his upcoming article 
on Iceland Postal Rates. At present, he is researching postal rates from Ice
land to the United States and Canada during the period of 1941 to 1965. Read
ers who have covers from the period should contact Mr. 011tergaard and 
describe them, including size of cover and postage, or send a xProx copy. Hi s 
address is: Folmer 0 ·stergaard, Morgenvej 6, DK 2900, Hellerup, Denmark.) 

*S*C*C* · 

NORWEX '80 TOUR INFO AVAILABLE 

Don Halpern, past president of SCC, offers full details on several a ir 
tours to the coming big- show in Oslo, NORWEX '80, to be held June 13-22, 
1980. Send Don an addressed, stamped, number ten size envelope for this two
page brochure. His address is : P. O. Box 846, N ew Providence, N,1 07974. 
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The Philatelic Clinic 
(For the Repair of St!lmps) 

By Ed Fraser # 954 

1980 

The following is a verbatim quote of an adverlisemcnt that has appeared 
in many languages including English : 

"l l>cg to inform my many customers that · I have opcncJ a ne11· branch ur 
my busincs~ ... I have instituted a Philatelic Clinic for the repair of defective 
·stamps- i.e. torn, stained, punctured stamps, · or stamps with def.cicnt margin 
or pcrforntion. I have ih0rcfore acquired the services of firs t c:a~s special
ists in this line who will be exclusively engaged in this branch. 

"When leaving my clinic, the most dcfectiv.:? stamp becomes irreproach
able-at least very acceptable considering the degree of age a t which it hao 
been sent to me. In every case, it can be put in any album amongst the mast 
choice stamps. 

"On the other hand, it is generally impossible to recognize, even with a 
lens, the smallest sign of r epair, either on the surface, or in transparency. 
Besides, the fixing points and the colors are unalterable and insoluble in water, 
a result that has never been obtained up to now. 

"In order to test the superiority of my progess, 1 beg to ask you to send 
me a fine stamp to repair, and I shall return it to you transformed quite ou t 
of r ecognit ion. If my work lioes not give you complete satisfaction, I agree 
to retouch free of charge the r epaired stamps which do not please you. Try, 
and I am sure that you will be pleased and surprised, and will then send me 
many more orders." 

The following, in small print, gives more details: 
"1. The price for repairs is 1.50 francs for stamps (cataloging under 20 

francs in Yvert & Tellier ... ) and 10</, of their value for those over 20 
francs ... to be paid when stamps arc returned to the customer. No reduc
tion on the above prices is granted, fo r any quantity of stamps sent for re
pairing. 

2. Repairs are carried out in the shortest possible time, and iri order of 
receipt. 

3. The cost of repairs is always payable in cash on delivery. No install
ments or credit are allowed. 

4. (Stamps that are unsatisfactory and where free retouching is desired) 
... must be returned by the customer 48 hours at the latest after receipt. 

5. We are not responsible for any errors which may be caused by coun
terfeit stamps being repaired by us in good faith. 

6. (The clinic ... ) makes all r epairs, cleaning and improvement if con
sidered necessary and useful to give the stamps the greatest value, according 
to their original condition. ' 

7. (If not requested otherwise, stamps canceled only in ink ) ... are re
turned cleaned and gummed. 

8. The firm cannot guarantee work on (2nd and 3rd quality . . . ) 
stamps with such defects as .. . faded. or altered colors, burnt or greasy 
paper, etc., which render proper repair impossible. These stamps are sent 
back in the best possible state and must be considered as 2nd and not 1st class 
stamps. 

9. The gum and colors employed for this work are insoluble but cannot 
resist hot water, benzine, alcohol, etc. until- at least two weeks after delivery. 

10. The firm is not responsible for . the· disappearance of expert's se~is 
when it is impossible to carry out thP. repairs without taking them away. In 
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no case are expert's seals that are taken away in the course of repairs imitat
or replaced by the firm." (They don't consider themselves forgers! E.F.) 

If you have not already recognized it, that was the Fournier philatelic 
clinic ad from before the first world war. He began his work at the turn of 
the century in an era when stamps were looked upon more as art, to be re
·paired as well as possible if damaged, and to be copied to be available to 
everyone if they were not common. A leader in thi s field, and originally one 
of the most distinguished philatelists of his day, he apparently became an 
embittered man as the philatelic community swung from praise to complete 
condemnation of his work in the decade preceding the war. 

I think this ad should lay to rest the comment I have often heard, "I know 
these stamps are O.K.-they are out of an old collection that hasn't been looked 
at for 60 years!". Someh-0w this statement relies on the false logic that be
cause the collection is from an era when genuine stamps were supposedly cheap 
and plentiful, and collectors were few, there was no reason to forge or repair 
stamps. Nothing could be further from the truth! 

),;: * * 
N-0te : As part of the forgery st udy by the New York Chapter, I would 

be interested in any unusual techniques found helpful in detecting repairs. 
(A booklet that deals with some of the chemistry of stamps is "The Dealer's 
Guide to the Chemical Restoration of Postage Stamps," overpriced at about 
$16, considering that some critical procedures require unspecified chemicals 
like "Flo.") 

Ed Fraser, 60 Broad Street, 26th Floor, New York, N. Y. 10004. 

* s * c * c * 
COMPEX 1980 

Make your plans now to attend COMPEX on May 23-25, 1980 at the Expo 
Center (next door to the Merchandise Mart) in Chicago. SCC Chapter 4 will 
offer 40 frames of Scandinavian material, each holding 16 pages. All SCCers 
are welcomed, and the annual awards dinner will be held at the Swedish Club 
on the evening of May 23rd, foliowed by a shor t business meeting and auction 
on Saturday, May 24th. Do come! We'll make you feel right at home! 

... Harvey G. Gudmundson, president, SCC Chapter 4 
* s * c * c * 

CORRIGENDA "D.W.I. MAILS, 1854-1917, VOL. I." 

Editor-in-Chief V. E. Engstrom asks that the POSTHORN include the 
following corrections to the first printing of the initial volume of the D.W.I. 
handbook: 
Page 3-7 Second paragraph, first line, change "above" to "below." 
Page 4-7 First line of text, "seven" instead of "six." 
Page 4-15 Under item (3.), Marks: should read "26 w/DWI eds." 
Page 4-34 Second paragraph, second line should read "British Post Offfoe could 

send closed British mail. .. " 
Page 4-41 Caption -0f Fig. 14, fourth line, after "stamp"; insert "on cover." 
Page 5-3 In caption to Figure 2, first line should read "1854" instead of 

"1954." 
Page 5-6 End of second paragraph, change "6" to "7." 
Page 5-40 Fourth paragraph, third line. Change "Fig. 1" to "Fig. 8." 
Page 5-45 US-24, first line, after "5" add "or 10." 

Engstrom points out that most of these are improvements to the originally
written text and will be incorporated in later printings/ editions. 
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British Military Mail 1940-46: Faroe islands and Iceland 
By David Cornelius 

(Reprinted by kind permission of t he Society and the author from the News
letter of th e (U.K.) Forces Postal History Society, Volume 16, numbers 2 

and 3, serial numbers 152 and 153, Sept.-Oct. and )lov.-Dec., 1978.) 

On 8 April, 1940, Germany mounted "Operation WESEROBUNG"-the 
planned invasion and occupation of both Denmark and Norway. Norway 
fought back, but Denmark, with no natural defences along its land border 
with Germany and completely unprepared for war, was quickly overrun. 

Denmark had interests in the North Atlantic which the AlLes considered 
to be strategically vital to them: the Faroe Islands, lceland and Greenland. 

·Of these, Green land could be considered to be free from any immediate threat 
of attack, but such was not the case with the Faroes or Iceland. 'v\Tth oeve ·· 
contr oll ed these islands also controlled strategic shipping r outes. To forestall 
any poss ible German attack and occupation, the British moved first. Bri t is ii 
forces were landed in the Faroe Islands on 13 April, 1940, and in lceland on 
10 May, 1940. Allied forces remained in both areas until at least 1945, tht: 
British Army units of the Iceland garrison being repl aced by U. S. Forces in 

·1942. 
Before covering the military posts in, firs t, the F aroe Islands, and then 

lcelarnl, it would be as well to mention certain postal arrnngements commvn 
to both areas, i.e., those mails dispatched not through a field post office but 
Ly way of transit aircraft or shops. 

Miscella neous i\'Iarks and Cancellations 

Many of the covers in runs of correspondence seen or reported iil the 
.course of this survey have only postal markings applied on arrival in the 
. United Kingdom, and do not bear any markings from their "office of posting·· 
_in Iceland, apart from unit censor marks. The arrival markings fall into 
three main groups. Where the correspondence has been annotated with ser ial 
number of despatch, or the date of receipt, it will be noticed that there is 
rarely any logical sequence in the use of FPOs 01· anival cancella tions. In 
the case of Iceland, it is probable that a great many such covers orig·inated 
during the transition period, in 1943, from field post offices via the Royal 
Navy F leet Mail system to RAF post offices. In both Iceland and the Faroes, 
full use would appear to have been taken by both Army and RAF personnel of 
the F leet Mails, where arrival cancellations were the norm rather than the 
exception. 

It must be emphasized that the following postmarks or censor marks by 
t hemselves do not identify mail as being from Iceland, Faroes or indeed any 
particular area. Identification can only follow from a combination of these 

·markings with other factors, such as dates and known censor or uni t marks. 
"RECEIVED F ROM H. M. SHIPS." This undated marking, either hand
stamped or machine struck , was used at a few port of entry in the United 
Kingdom on mail not previously postmarked. It normally appears on 
naval mail, less frequently on Army or RAF letters . 
" POST OF F ICE MARITIME MAIL." These marks came into use late in 
1942, replacing the " H . M. SHIP S" marks mentioned above . Identif ied 
items from Iceland include Christmas cards from HMS Baldur, the R . . , '. 
shore establishment at Reykjavik. 
"OFF ICIAL PAID." Machine cancellations including· . the words "official 
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paid," either in the datestamp or in the bars, have been noted on mail 
from a number of areas including both the Faroes and Iceland. On mail 
from the Faroes, the London B. C. "paid" canceUation (the type with a 
square datestamp) has been noted in combination with the British civilian 
censor mark "(crown) / PASSED/ P.94" enclosed in an octagonal frame. 
Two covers from an Iceland correspondence show the machine mark with 
wavy lines encl-0sing "official paid," m inus the datestarnp portion, in com
bination with the RAF R6/ 185 censor recorded at an earlier date th rough 
FPO 52·6; later covers in the same correspondence were posted through 
RAF PO 001. 

In addition to these arrival markings, the datestarnp "HOME DEPOT 
R.E.P.S. / 19" for 20 July, 1940, is reported nn a cover bearing censor A l 112'1. 
This censor has a lso been recorded through RPOs 306 and 308 between August 
J 940 and December 19·11. 

Finally, the undated packc:t cancella Lion showing the wording " A1D11 
P OST OFFICE" was used, probably, throughout the world. One ver y 111tL·( 

csting use r epor ted is on a r egistered letter showing the " T.49" provisi Jm1l 
registration label mentioned under FPOs 8~ and 526 in the Iceland :;ed.10n. 

The Faroe Islands 

On 18 April, 1940, HMS SUFFOLK landed a party of approximately 200 
Royal Marines at Thorshavn. On 27 :\fay, 1940, the Roya l Marines wer e re
l ieved by a battalion of the Lovat Scouts. The mail military headquarters ' '-'1.:; 

established to the west of Thorshavn, whil e the Hoyal Navy established its Hlj 
in Skansin F ort overlooking the harbor. In December, 1941, the decision was 
taken to construct an airfield and flying boat base on the western i ~land of 
Vagar, and the Royal E ngineers and Pioneer Cvrps commenced work on the 
site in Spring, 1942. The history of the Royal Pioneer Corps notes that :228 
Coy, the advance party for 30 Group Pioneers, landed on Vagar on 8 April, 
1942. They were followed by 30 Group HQ on 13 May, and on 29 May by 35, 
234 and 237 Coys. 56 Coy arrived dur ing June, 1!-!42, and 192/ 303 Coys during 
September. A total of some 2,~50 personnel (mainly Pioneers) were involved 
in the tasks, which included the construction of lhe runways, 6 large p~Lrol 
tanks, a road from Sorvaag quay to the airf ield, a hangar, a hospi tal , :m
provements t-0 the port and the seaplane base, a nd of course camps t o house 
t he men involved in all the construction work. After completion of the task , 
the last ·Of the Pioneers left in October 1943. It wa~ intended that this com
plex would provide the necessary refu elling/ rearming facilitit:s for the a ir
craft on Arctic patrols and con voy escort du ties and, when necessary, would 
also provide a further staging post for the North Atlantic ferry route for 
aircraft between the USA/ Canada and the United Kingdom. Some RAF signal 
units wer e based in the islands, including one on Mykines . 

By the beginning of 1944, it had been decided that the island garrison 
(which, at peak, reached a total of some 6,000 personnel) should be reduced, 
in view of other and more ur gent calls on service manpower. Most of the 
Army units would appear lo have been withdrawn or at least severely re
duced by May-June, '44. 

I have seen no detailed list of the units which served in the Faroes, but have 
seen references to the following (in addition to the Pioneer Corps coys men
tioned above): 

Royal Marine detachment - 13 April 40-( ?27 May 40) 
The Lovat Scouts - 27 May 40-mid-Sep. 42 
537 Coastal Regt RA -- 13 Oct. 40-20 Mar. 44 
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178 Heavy AA Regt. RA - 19 Dec. 42-19 Mar. 44 
12th Bn. The Cameronians - 10 June 42-5 Aug. 43 
15th En. South Staffordshire Regt - mid-43-18 Mar. 44 
5th CPRE - ?-? 

The Postal History 

The islands were occupied on 13 April, 1940, but there is a complete lack 
of any information on postal services from that date until the end of May 1940. 
I can only suppose that any mails which were dispatched were sent by transit 
shipping. One cover has been reported in the FPHS bulletin, sent "by airmail" 
to the United Kingdom and cancelled on arrival on 31 May, 1940. The airmail 
connotation supposes that this cover was sent by flying boat, possibly from 
Thorshavn harbor, as there was no airfield on the islands before 1942. 

A contributor to the FHS bulletin has also reported the dates of issue 
and withdrawal of three field post office datestamps from official records. 
On 3 May, 1940, FPO 219 was issued to APO 400. This was followed, on 21 
May, 1942, by the issue of FPO 611 to ".NCO i/c APA, HQ 'X' Garrison, c/ o 
APO Faroe Islands" and on 13 March, 1943, by FPO 695 to APO 4670 Faroe 
Islands for use at "APO S.121." The datestamps were withdrawn in sequence: 
FPO 219 (17 Oct., '43), FPO 611 (by 14 May, '44) and FPO 695 (24 Sep., '45). 
This sequence of issue and withdrawal fits with the reported locations of use, 
i.e., FPO 219 at the main force headquarters at Thorshavn, being replaced by 
FPO 611 on Vagar Island during the construction of the port and airfield com
plex. 

Full advantage would appear to have been taken of the R. N. mail system, 
and many covers in correspondences bear only arrival markings. 

The Field Post Offices 

The major use of the field post offices was on Army mail; RAF mail is 
surprisingly scarce, which points to the use by RAF personnel of those air
craft which staged through the Faroes enroute for Scotland. R.N. personnel, 
as in Iceland, presumably sent their mail to the UK by ship and, from covers 
recorded with arrival cancellations, both the Army and the RAF used the RN 
system on occasion. 

FPO 219 
Reported used: 
Location: 
Army censor 

type/ numbers : 

Miscellaneous 
notes: 

28 June, 1940-29 March, 1943. 
Thorshavn. 
A 1-1664, Al-1692, A.2-2134, A -2140, Al-214D, A2-2368, 
A.2-2434, A -2464, A.5-4264, A.5-4331, A5-4357, A.5-4394. 
A5-4411. (Type Al-2434 was used in Iceland between 
Oct., '40-April, '42.) 
a). A small unframed marking· "The Lovat Scouts" i~ 

recorded on mail through this FPO between 9 Nov., '41-
8 Dec., '41, probably in place of a censor mark. Al-2149 
also appears to be linked with the Lovat Scouts . 
b). A note in the FPHS Newsletter states that this FPO 
was issued to APO 400 on 3 May, 1940, and was with
drawn on 17 Oct., 1943. It was then reissued to an RCAF 
unit (probably in the UK) and was destroyed in the Mid
dle East on 3 Dec., 1943. 
c). Mr. Henrik Els has made a special study of the two 
datestamps bearing the number 219 and has produced the 
following classification based on the distance between 
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FPO fill 
Reported use: 
Location: 
Army censor 

type/number: 
RAF censor: 
Miscellaneous 

Notes: 

FPO 695 
Reported uae: 
Location: 
Army censor 

type/number: 
Miscellaneous 

notes: 

THE BOSTHORN 

the letter D of FIELD and P of POST: 
Type I-Aug., '40-Apr., '42. Space is 3.25 mm. Day be

fore or after month, struck in violet ink. 
Type II-May, '42-Mar., '43. Day before or after month. 

Early strikes in violet, from Aug., '42 in black. 

11 June, 1942-2 December, 1943. 
Midvagar (on the island of Vaago/ Vagar) . 
A.5-4233, A5-4255, A5-4345, A.5-4357, A5-4381, A5-4438, 
A -4441, A5-5001, A5-5522, A5/ fi532, A5-5674. 
R6-123. 
a). The note in the FPHS Newsletter quoted under FPO 
219 above, states that this datestamp was issued to " NCC 
i/c APO, HQ 'X' Garrison c/ o APO Faroe Islands" on 
21 May, 1942, and was withdrawn by 14 May, 1944. I t 
was reissued (apparently after September, 1944) to 
forces in the UK. 
h). The datestamp was originally used with code letter 
"A" above the date. The crossbar to the A was damaged 
almost immediately, and strikes from late June, 1942, 
show an apparently inverted "V." This was removed and 
not replaced during October , 1942. 
c). Censor R6-123 is known on official mail bearing the 
cachet of RAF Vagar. 

27 April, 1943-26 July, 1945. 
Thorshavn. 

A6-2141, A5-3306, A5-4264, A5-6016, A.5-6091, A5-6988. 
a). FPHS Newsletter note issue of this datestamp to 
APO 4670 Faroe Islands on 13 March, 1943, for use at 
APO S.121. It was. withdrawn on 24 Sept., 1945, and 
later issued to RCAF Cirencester. 
b). The normal datestamp shows a space of 2.5 mm be
tween the D of FIELD and the P of POST. However, a 
note in the FPHS Newsletter records a strike of a date
stamp showing a distance of 2 mm between these letters. 
and narrow letters. 

Misdirection of Mail 

At least one member of the armed forces who served in the Islands during 
the war has commented on postal services to the Islands; he noted that few 
people in the United Kingdom appeared to know where the Islands were situ
ated, and that it was not unknown for mail to be received via Egypt. (Such 
lack of geographic knowledge continues in some quarters; enroute to the De
fence Attache's Staff in Moscow, some 15 years ago, I was told that ther e 
would be some delay with mail if it would be sent via Singapore, and my wife 
narrowly escaped the full set of injections for the Far East!) 

Iceland 

(The following survey owes a great deal to Wilbur Jonnson of McGill 
University, Montreal, for his research into unit locations and for his recording 
of several very large accumulations of cover.) 
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On 9 May 1940 the code name ALABASTER was given to the projected 
occupation of Iceland by British forces, and the following day the Foreign 
Office announced that a force had landed in Iceland to secure the country 
against attack and occupation by the Germans. 

Iceland had been visited before the war by the Royal Air Force ; the first 
occasion (to my knowledge) being in the summer of 1930 in the heyday of 
pioneer flights and long distance cruises to "show the flag." . Iceland was 
also surveyed very early in the war for po,sible ::ii rfield sites. ' 

The initial occupation force, which landed on 10 May, 1940, co111pri~ed some 
650 Royal Marines, together with anti-aircraft and coastal batte{·/ uni ts , and 
this force was centered on the Reykjavik area from 10-20 May, 1940. On 17 
May, 1940, 147 Infantry Brigade arrived, to be followed in June by UG B :·igad c, 
reforming after the disastrou:; Norwegian campaign . . These two brigades of 
49 "Polar Bear" Division occupied key points a;·cnmcl t he islnncl, i r: cludin . ..;· 
Akureyri and the naval base/ cable terminus at Seydisfjordur. Late1· in 1940 
70 Brigade arrived to complete the occupation force. A Canadian military 
force known at '·Force Z" arrived in Iceland on June Hi, 19-10. 

From July, 1940 the Royal Air Force operated from landing grom1ds at 
Kaldadarnes (near Sellfoss), l\'Ielgerdi (near Akureyri) and Kefla vik. No. 
98 Squadron is known to have been based at Kaldadarnes from 31 July, 1940, 
to 5 July, 1941, when it was retitled No. 1423 Flight. From l\Iarch, 1941, the 
RAF strength in the area was increased: HQ RAF Iceland was formed and 
operated from S.S.MANELA (a Sunderland flying boat depot ship; from 19 
March-4 May, 1941, when the HQ was moved to more permanent acco1)1odatjon 
in H.eykjavik. (According to the Ministry of Defence, the HQ W_!\~ establi shed 
at Mentaskolinn, Laekjorg.) Nos. 30 and 100 Wings opera ted ±'i-om Iceland, 
but 100 \Ying was disbanded on 17 July, 1941. The first runway .at Reykjavik 
airfield was taken into use at the end of May, 1941. The RA..f.,. :task$ ·. were 
anti-submarine warfare and convoy escort du tie::; in the Atlanti.c . and A,rC:tic, 
as the Russian convoys formed at and sa iled from Icelandic ports . . . Frnm 
November, 1940, the airfields on Iceland also sen·pd as staging post::; . o~ th e 
:'\orth Atlantic aircraft ferry route. 

ln 1942 it was decided tha l the British Army garrison should be w ithdrawn 
and replaced by US forces. The handover of r·esponsibilitics commenced in 
April, 1942, and was completed by 24 October, 1942. The majority of the 
British Army units were withdrawn, but the Roy.al ~avy and Royal Air Force 
remained. ·'Iceland Arca" was declared an independent naval command in 
June 1941 and RN bases were retained until 6 August, 1945. HQ HAF Ice
land was subordinate to RAF Coastal Command, and RAF unit s remain d at 
Reykjavik until at least July, 1946. 

The Postal History 

The military postal services for the British forces in Iceland were con
t roli ed by the British Army (Royal Engineers Postal Section) from the be
g inning of the occupation until early 1943, and Army Post Office 5ff0 was al
lucated as the security address for mail to the forces. 

49 Infantry Division had been heavily involved in the Norwegian campaign 
of 1940, and at that time had been issued with a series of fi eld post office 
datestamps including those bearing numbers from 125 to 129, :W7 and 208. 
Of these, FPO was lost in Norway, but the remaining datestamps appear to 
have remained on charge to 49 Division during the early. part of the Il!elancl 
occupation. I say "apparently" because none of th.e,se datestarups ... has yet 
been recorded or seen by me used during the appropriate period; this was 
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probably due to the t iming of the occupat ion. 147 Brigade, part of 49 Division, 
was ordered to ICeiarid first and arrived on 17 May, 1940. This brigade had 
not been involved in the Norwegian campaign, but had remained in reserve 
in the U.K. At the time it was ordered t o Iceland the divisional FPOs were 
still in Norway, and the brigade was apparently issued with a furth er series 
of datestamps for use in Iceland- FPOs 304 to 308 inclusive. Of these, the 
FPO 304 datestamp has been recorded used on 21 May , 1940, just four days 
after the brigade arrived in Iceland. FPO 306 was in use by J une, 1940, and 
the 'remainder of the series is recorded used by October, 194·0, when the di
vision was complet ed by th e' arrival of 70 Brigade. 

Field post · off ices were usmdl y mobil e, moving with the force to which 
they were attached. In some areas however, including Iceland apparently, 
the FPOs were stationary, serving a location rather than a formation. To 
ser ve the locations in Iceland, with scattered garrisons of small units, the 
division requ ired moi·e than t he usual allocation of 5 FPOs per division. As 
a resul t ; fou r fu rther f ield post office datestamps were allocated. Of th ese, 
the dates ta n1ps' FPD 2 and 3 wer e in use by October, 1940. F PO 89 is elusive 
and has so far only been r ecorded on regi stered mail during a shor t period. 
It seerns ·to have been r eplaced by FPO 526 in October or November, 1941. 

The FPO · datestamps, apart from FPOs 2 and 526, wer e progressively 
withdrawn during 19,12 over the period of the replacement of the British Army 
units by U. S. Arm y units. FPOs 307 a nd 308 have latest r eported dates 
during Apr il ,- 1942; FPO 305, June, 1942; F PO 304, August, 1942 ; and FPO 
30G, December, 1942. FPO 2 is recorded during February, 1943, and F PO 526 
during April , 1943. 

Some early' mail from the Canadian Army units was sent uncancelled to 
Ottawa where · it was stamped by the Base APO datestamp. After the estab
lishmen t of the Bri t ish F POs, Canadian Army and RCAF mail was routed 
through them, and F P O number s 2, 3, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308 and 526 are to 
be fou nd cancelling Army and RCAF mail, although FPOs 2 and 3 ar e more 
common on the latter. The Canadian Army unit s were withdrawn to t he UK, 
presumably in 1942, but RCAF units wer e in Iceland later, from at least J an
uary, l943. Generally RCAF ma il from thi s period is ca ncell ed 'RAF P O 001." 
Censor marks on Canadian ma il of type Al for the Army, and type R6 arc 
known . 

The on ly account of the wartime mi litary postal arrangements in Iceland 
that I have so far seen is that inc luded in The History of lhc Roya l 1\ir Force 
Postal Sen- ice 01·erseas, 1942-3i, by J ohn A. Smith. Mr. Smith has ver y 
kindly given permission for information from his account to be used in the 
1'01Jowilig paragraphs. 

The Army postal units were withdrawn with the major uni ts, when bases 
an d area were handed. over to t he US forces. F or the period January to 
l\1ar ch, 1943, r espons ibil ity fo r mai ls was transferred from t he Bri t ish Army 
to the Royal Navy, which· oper at ed a Fleet post office system with ass istance 
from t he RAF. This is possibly the period when many of the covers showing 
RAF censor marks in combination with " Official Paid" or "Received From H:vI 
Ships" cancellations originated. 

By 1943 the Royal Air F orce had establ ished its own postal service in the 
U. K. HQ RAF Icela nd 11·as con trolled by RAF Coastal Command. based in 
the U .K., and thi s must have influenced the decision to withdraw RAF mail 
from the F leet post of fice and to establish a RAF postal system in Iceland. 
A new series of da testamps was brought into use , a single ring with "RAF 
P ost Office" at the top and the number a t the bo ttom. Numbers 001 and 002 
were issued. in · this type, but I have not seen any description of 003. Later a 
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further number was issued, 005, recorded in double ring format, which I have 
not seen. 

RAF censor marks in a variety of types have been recorded on covers 
through FPOs 2, 89, 304, 305, 306, 307 , and 52·6; on covers bearing "Official 
Paid" or "Received From HM Ships" (later "PO Maritime Mail") markings; 
and of course through the RAF POs. Dated RAF Base Censors 4 and 34 
have been recorded on mail from Iceland but also on mail from other countries, 
and it is thought that both Base Censors functioned in the U.K. Facit Cata
log ue mentions, in passing, that RCAF mails are worth double the prices quot
ed for RAF mail. Senders' annotations that have been reported include 
RCAF, RAAF and RNZAF personnel, and doubtless exist for other Allied or 
Dominion personnel. The RAF "privilege" envelope is rare used from Ice
land; only 5 copies have been noted. 

The Royal Navy continued to use its own poslal arrangements until its 
withdrawal from Iceland. Facit Catalogue again abserves that proven RN 
mail from Iceland is extremely rare, and this is undoubtedly true. The R'.\i 
censor markings are in standard types, without individual distinguishing num
bers, and very few can be traced to particular areas. Two particular items 
deserve to be mentioned here: one with the sender's unit endorsed inside the 
flap, and a second showing an RN censor cark in combination with the FPO 
eds. RN censor marks are also known through FPOs 3, 89, 304 and 306. 
We have not noted the RN privilege envelope used from Iceland. 

The FPHS Newsletter has recorded the concession of free surface postage 
on servicemen's mail to the U.K. from Iceland with effect from July, 1940. 
This would appear to have been a regularization of the existing system, as I 
have not seen any earlier covers bearing stamps for the normal rate, or 
charged postage due. The same source notes that from March , 1944, mail to 
and from Iceland forces was carried by air. 

ICELAND 
location of Offices 

From cover s in hi s collecti on, and from research in War Office files (now 
in t he Public Record Off ice, Kew) Mr. Jonsson has been able to ''place" a 
number of fi eld post offic es in specific areas , as shown below: 

Field Post Office 3 Seydisfordur 
304 Akureyri 
305 Reydarfjordur 
306 Reykjavik 
308 Borgarnes 

It will be seen that this leaves the location of four offices in question. 
F ield Post Office 2. The grea t majority of the censors recorded on covers 

through th is of fi ce are recorded also through other offices in Iceland. This, 
and the vol ume of mail r ecorded with this datestamp, suggests that it was · 
u sed at an office se1Ting a major transit camp. I have seen record of two 
s uch camps in Iceland ; at Helgafell and at Hvitanes, and have been informed 
of a t h ird, kn own as "Camp Alabaster ," located at Artun on the outskirts of 
Reykjavik. 

Field Pos t Office 89. The few covers reported with this datestamp have 
two things in common: all are registered, and all bear the provisional regis
tra tion label with a handstamped "T.49". This suggests counter duty in the 
of fi ce serving HQ 49th Division (in Reykjavik). 

Field Pos t Office 307. One of the more elusive FPOs, and offering few 
clues to location. One cover has been reported bearing endorsement from a 
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member of 117 Duke of Wellington's Regiment, which until March, 1942, at 
least, was stationed in or near Reykjavik. Of the nine censors recorded with 
this datestamp seven are also recorded through FPOs 2 or 306. Possibly at 
Geithals (HQ "S" Sector). 

Field Post Office 526. This datestamp has been recorded on mail frorri 
RAF ' HQ Reykjavik between August and October 1942. Registered covers 
'between 27 Nov., '41, and 7 March, '42, bear the sa.me registered labels and 
"TA9" rubber stamps that appear with FPO 89 earlier during 1941. By Jah
uary, 1943, these r egistered labels had been replaced:' by labels handstamped 
"FPO 526." It seems likely that this FPO datestamp replaced FPO 89 late 
in 1941, and also was located in Reykjavik. · 

From these allocations, it would appear that Keflavik was not served by 
a separate office, but possibly from Reykjavik. RAF Post Office 002 opened 
at Camp Geck, Keflavik, in mid-1943, but the datestamp is elusive and !lPP(;lars 
to have been taken out of use by mid-1944. The RAF Post Office locations 
recorded by Mr. Smith are: 

RAF Post Office 001 
002 
003 
005 

Reykjavik 
Keflavik (Camp Geck) 
Kaldadarnes 
Reykjavik (Camp Cook) 

FPO 2 
He ported use: 
LoGation : 
Army censor: 

•.type/ number: 

RAF censor: 
Miscellaneous 

notes: 

FPO 3 
Reported use: 
Location: 
RN censors: 
Army censor: 

type/ number: 
RAF censor: 

FPO 89 
Reported use: 
HN censor s: 
Al'my censor: 

·. type/ number: 
RAF censor: 
Miscellaneous 

notes : 

Reported Use of Datestamps 

10 October, 1940- 9 February, 1943. . .. . 
Probably at a .. transit camp near Reykjavik. 
Al-1137, Al-1171, A2-1324, Al-1659, Al-1668, Al-'1952, 
Al-2111, Al-2152, Al-2209, A2-2217, Al-2306, Al-2362, 
Al-2365, Al-2374, Al-2384, Al-2388, A:l-2415, Al-2419, 
A1~2428, Al-2434, Al-2442 , Al-2460, Al-2474, Al-2479, 
A2-2903, A2-3217, A2-3333. 
R6-30, R6-117, R4c207, R6-230, R6-267, R4-287, R2-302. 
One cover reported from Geithals (near Reykjavik). Reg
istration labels were showing handstamped "FPO 2" 
markings by July, 1942. . 

18 · October, 1940--28 August, 1942. 
Seydisfjordur. 
Reported during August, 1942. 
Al-1178, Al-1668, A2-2073, Al-2365, Al-2374, Al-2384, 
Al-2388, Al-2428, Al-2479, A2-2855, Al-2888. 
Not reported, although a military airfield wa~ in use 
near the town. 

Probably at HQ 49 Division, Reykjavik. 
Reported during May and September, 1941. 

i. 

Al-Hi68, A2-1862, A2"3333. 
R4-79 (used at HQ RAF Reykjavik), R5-142. 
The datestamp of 2 October, 1941, is on piece only. All 
reported covers are registered and bear the , '. 'T.49" pron 
visional registered label. This datestamp appears to. ,have 
been withdrawn during October. or November, 1941, and 
was replaced by FPO 526. 
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FPO 304 
Reported use: 
Location: 
RN censors: 
Army censor: 

type/ number: 

RAF censor: 

Misce1laneous 
notes: 

FPO 305 
Reported use : 
Location: 
Army censor: 

type/ number: 
RAF censor: 

FPO 306 
Reported use: 
Location: 
RN censors: 
Army censor: 

type/ number: 

RAF censor: 

Miscellaneous 
notes: 

THE POSTHOH '.\: 

21 May 1940-22 August, 1942. 
Akureyri. 

1980 

During January, 1942. 
A.2-1085, A2-1095, Al-1137, Al-1216, A2-1255, A2-1499, 
A2-1552, Al-1828, A2-1861, A2-2073, Al-2129, Al-2162, 
Al-2219, A2-2341, Al-2365, A5-2868, A2-3316. 
R5-638, probably used at RAF Melgerdi (now Akureyri 
Airport). 
Registration labels showing handstamped "T.146" record
ed from Nov., '41-Jan., '42. 

8 August, 1940-27 June, 1942. 
Reydarfjordur. 

Al-1657, A2-1934, A2-2268, A2-2291. 
R6-230, R2-302, R5-638 (probably used at Dudareyri 
airfield). 

11 June, 1940- 3 December, 1942. 
Reykjavik. 
During December, 194'1. 
A2-1104, Al-1124, Al-1137, Al-1171 , Al-1209, A2-1559 , 
A2-1629, Al-1659, Al-1668, Al-796, A2-1819, Al-1828, 
A2-1862, A2-1937, A2-2013, Al-2111, A2-2131, A2-2149, 
A2-2181, Al-2194, A2-2213, A2-2218, A2-2268, Al-2276, 
Al-2306, Al-2347, . AI-2351, Al-2362, Al-2365, Al-2374, 
Al-2384, Al-2394, A 1-2415, Al-2419, A2-2426, Al-2428, 
Al-2441, Al-2460, Al-2469 , Al-2474, Al-2479, Al-2495, 
Al-2621, Al-2668, A2-2670, A2-2697, A2-2706, A2-2903, 
A2-2995, A2-3044, A2-3108, A5-3113, A2-3217, A5-3221 , 
A2-3258, A2-3333, A2-3339. 
R4-79, RG-117, R5-142, R5-168, R5-174, R4-201, R4-208, 
R4-227, R6-245, R4-283, R2-302, R5-467, R5-594, R5-633, 
R5-638. 
From the volume of mail recorded with this da testamp, 
it would appear to have been used at the main Army 
Post Office in Reykjavik, probably at Division HQ (where 
FPO 89 and later 526 were used on counter duty). 

Ar my censor notes: Al-1659 has also been recorded on mail from NoI'way 
in 1940. A2-21°81 was used on mail from 5.Bn Wes.t Yorks Regiment, Rekaskoli. 
A2-3339 was used on mail from 117 Duke of Wellington's Regiment. A censor 
label in black on white paper " OPENED BY / BASE CENSOR" (only seen on 
mail from Iceland troops ) is known on mail from FPO 306. 

RAF censor notes: R4-79 was used on mail from RAF HQ. Other RAF 
units in the Reykjavik area included Fossvogur, Gei thals, Camp Cook and 
Heykjavik Airfield (Camp Winston) . 

FPO 307 
Reported use: 
Location: 

7 October, 1940- 7 Apr il, 1942. 
Probably Reykjavik area. 4 po~sible location is at HQ 
Southern Sector, at Geitha)s. 
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Army censor: 
type/ number: 

RAF censor: 
Miscellaneous 

notes: 

FPO 308 

Reported use: 
Location: 
Army censor: 

type/ number: 
Miscellaneous 

notes: 

FPO 526 

Reported use: 
Location: 
Army censor: 

type/number: 
RAF censor: 

THE POSTHORX 

Al-2209, Al-2365, Al-2460, A2-3119, A2-3339. 
R5-69, R4-287, R5-594. 
Army censors A2-3339-see note under FPO 306. 
RAF censors R5-69 appears on a cover endorsed "WT 
Section G, Iceland Foi·ce," R4-287 on mail from a mem~ 

her of the RNZAF. 

2 October, 1940-~2 April, 1942. 
Borgarnes. 

·. A:1~1124, A2-2131 , Al-2276; Al-2365; A.2-2511 , A.2-2662, 
A2-2669. 
Censor Al-1124 is connected with 10 Durham Lig·ht In
fa ntry, 70 Brigade. · · · 

27 November, 1941- 6 April, 1943. 
Reykjavik. 
A2-1660, Al-2.119, Al-2419, Al-2460, A.5-2981, A.5-3011 , 
A.5-3048, A.5-3113. 
R6-9, R6-117, R6-172, R6-185, R6- 195, R4-207, R6-21fi. 

RAF POST OFFICE 001 

Reported use : 
Location: 
RAF censor: 

Miscellaneous 
notes: 

6 April, 1943-16 July, 1946. 
Reykjavik (probably Camp Winston) . 
R6-30, RG-33, R6-38, R6-62, R6-114, R6-117, RG-17::'. , 
R6-204, R6-230, R6-234, R 6-288, R6-290. 
Single ring type. J. A. Smith records a framed r ubber 
cachet reading " RAF POST OFFICE ' 001." 

RAF POST OFFICE 002 

Reported use: 
Location: 
RAF censor: 
:Miscellaneous 

notes: 

20 April, 1943- 28 November, 1944. 
Camp Geck (Keflavik airfield). 
RG-28, R6-189, R -230. 
J . A. Smith r ecords an unframed "RA.FPO 2" on 1·egis
tcred labels. Single-ring type. 

HA F POST OFFICE 003 

Reported use: 
Location: 
Miscellaneous 

notes: 

; RAFPO 005 

' Reported use : 
Location: 
RAF censor: 
Miscellaneous 

notes: 

~ o covers recorded. 
Ka ldadarnes (near Sellfoss). 
May be either s ingle or double ring type. 

28 .June, 1944- 13 October, 1944. 
Camp Cook ( Reykjavik) . 
R6-245. 
Double ring type. 

(N.B : The double-ring type showin·g RAF PO 004 was not used in Ice
land, but at Lagens, Terciera, in the Azores. ) 

\ 
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Contributions to this 'survey" have been. made by more than 35 col!ecto,rs, 
dealers and people who served in the islands during the War. While it . is, 
impossible for me to list them all individually (they include the usual stal-· 
warts from both the Forces PHS and the Scandinavian PS), special mention 
must be made of Dr. David Kindley and Wilbur Jonsson, for their work on 
unit locations, and of John A. Smith, who made the original study of RAF 
mail. 

Scarcity Guide 

The following guide is based on numbers of covers reported in each cate
gory, and is intended only to give a rough indication of the relative scardty 
of each category of cover. It is not possible to give an account of the covers 
which have gone to make up this record,. as many censors have been reported 
with "bracket" dates, and these probably indicate more than just two items. 
A rough count indicates more than 1,500 items were reported. 

FPO/ 
RA FPO 

2 
3 

89 
126 
127 
128 
129 
207 
208 
304 
305 
306 
3·07 
308 
526 
001 
002 
003 
005 

AA- very common (over 150 covers reported) 
A - common (50-150 covers reported) 
B - uncommon (25-49 covers reported) 
C - scarce ('10-24 covers reported) 
D - rare (1-10 covers reported) 
Z - not recorded or reported used within the period that the 

datestamp was allocated within Iceland (hut such date
stamps may be common/ rare at other periods) . 

Early Late Basic Censors 
date date i~m RN Army RAF 

10 Oct., '40 9 Feb., '43 A z A c 
18 Oct., '40 28 Aug., '42 B D B z 
15 May, '41 2 Oct., '41 D D D D 

not recorded z z z z 
not recorded z z z z 
not recorded z z z z 
not recorded z z z z 
not recorded z z z z 
not recorded z z z z 

21 May, '40 22 Aug., '42 A D A D 
8 Aug., '40 27 Jun., '42 B z B D 

11 Jun., '40 3 Dec., '42 AA D AA B 
7 Oct., '40 7 Apr. , '42 c z c n 
2 Oct., '40 12 Apr. , '42 B z B z 

27 Nov., '41 5 Apr., '43 A z c A 
6 Apr., '43 16 Jul. , '46 A z z A 

20 Apr., '43 15 Oct., '44 D z z D 
not recorded z z z z 

28 Jun., '44 13 Nov., '44 D z z D 

(Editor's Note: The POSTHORN wishes to thank David Cornelius for his per
mission to reprint his definitive article on the· Field Post Offices in Iceland 
and the Faroe Islands. Having now closed his own records of these offices, 
he suggests that readers caring to add or amend the information presented 
write to: Dr. Wilbur Jonsson, P. O. Box 6070 Station A, l\fontreal, PQ, Canada 
H3C 3Gl.) 

·, 
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NEW MEMBERS 
2272 BRISTOW, A. Mercer , 4 Dowling Cir., #B3, Baltimore, MD 21234 

Finland, F aroes, Spain, USA by K. Aro # 1338 
2273 THORSTENSEN, Arv id, 1085 Shaman Cres., Delta, B. C. V 4M 2L6 Can. 

Norway by K. Aro #'1338 
2274 STEFFEY, Rodney, 9 Leon Lane West, Prospect Heights, IL 60070 

Denmark, Greenland, Faroes, Iceland by K. Aro # 1S38 
2275 TOFTE-NIELSEN, Knute A., 6446 Old Chesterbrook Rd. , McL('an, VA 

22101 - Scandinavia, Finland, Iceland, Greenland, DWI, Faroes 
by K. Aro #13~8 

2276 ENGBLOM, R. Dennis, 11221 NE 53r d St., Kirkland, WA 98033 
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland by K. Aro #1338 

2277 OWENS, Roy E ., 3837--!4th Ave. S., Minneapolis, :Vl:\' 55406 
USA, Europe, Baltic by K. Aro # 133'8 

2278 KNUDSEN, Martin W ., 1619 Garfield Ave., Villas, NJ 08251 
Denmark, DWI, USA by K. Aro # 1338 

2279 KITTEL, Norman G., 1500 Sherburne Dr., Apt. 213, St. Cloud, MN 56301 
Greenland, Faroes, Germany, Croatia by F. Bloedow L-2-1 

2280 FREEMAN, James R., 3040 Keystone St., Bethlehem, PA 18017 
Denmark, Faroes, Iceland, Norway by K. Aro # 1338 

2281 BECK, John T., 454 Ryan Dr., Bla ir, NE 68008 
Denmark, Greenland, USA, Far East by K. Aro # 1338 

2282 JOHNSON, Raymond D., P. 0. Box 727 , Palmdale. CA 935GO 
Norway, Iceland, Finland , by K. Aro # 133-8 

2283 BJORK, Carl-Johan, Karlebyga tan 38, SF-67100 Karle by 10, Finland 
Finland by K. Aro # 1338 

2284 WILLIAMS, Christine, 5803 Calloway St., Apt. 7T, Rego Park, NY 113t 8 
Scandinavia, Channel Islands by A. Silverstadt # l 2\Jl 

2285 CONRAD, Roan, 200 E. 33 St., # 31F, New York, NY 10016 
Scandinavia, Switzerland by A Silverstadt # 12!H 

2286 ALGARD, Ole, 10 Gracie Sq., Apt. 7A, New York, NY 10028 
Scandinavia, UN by A. Silverstadt #1291 

2287 JOHNSON, Edwin L., 90 Midland Dr., Dallas, PA 18612 
Sweden by A. Silverstadt # 1291 

2288 ROOS, Ji:irgen, Griisvagen 2, PL 8733, S-43034 Onsala, Sweden 
Sweden by A. Silverstadt # 1291 

2289 WHITING, Charles A., 255 West 23rd St. New York NY 10011 
Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark by A. Silverstadt #11291 

2290 HESTENES, Christian, Ginavn 15G, N-5500 Haugesund, Norway 
Scandinavia, DWI, USA by K. Aro # 1338 

2291 RIGNEY, James J., 26 Nonvich Circle, Medford, MA 02155 
Scandinavia by K. Aro #1338 

2292 SKOGMAN, Marion J., Rt. 1, Box 22, Republic, MI 49879 
Finland, USA, Penguins by K. Aro # 1338 

2293 CHRISTIANSEN, C. M., 28 Bradbury Rd., Owings Mills, MD 211'17 
Norway, Scandinavia by K. Aro # 1338 

2294 STASKAUSKAS, Vytautas, 13'18 Custer Ave., Rockford, IL 61103 
Greenland by K. Aro # 1338 

2295 KESSEL, John S., 19925 78th Ave. SE, Snohomish, WA 98290 
BN A, Czechoslovakia, Norway by K. Aro # 1338 

2296 LESNEY, E. G., P. 0. Bex 5004, Salinas, CA 93915 
Denmark, USA, West Germany by K. Aro # 1338 

2297 FRANDSEN, John P., 3318 Bragg Dr., Wilmington, NC 28403 
Denmark, Liberia by K. Aro # 1338 
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2298 HA-~SEN, Glenn F., 375 Jefferson Ave., Winnipeg, Manitoba R2V ON4, 
Canada - Denmark, Faroes, Canada by K. Aro # 1338 

2299 McCA W, William T., 368 Grand Street, Newburgh, NY 12550 
USA, Iceland, Ireland by K. Aro # 1338 

2300 McLANE, William L., 130 Main St., Tolono, IL 61880 
USA, G .. , Greenland, Denmark, Greece by K. Ar-0 #1338 

EX Postdirektorntet, Postbiblioteket, Postboks 1181 Sentrum, Oslo, Norway 
COMP PIEPKORN, Otto, Schultz-Delitzsch Str. 48, D-2390 Flensburg, West 

Germany 
2301 GLENN, Scott L., P. 0. Box 3261, Santa Barbara, CA 93105 

Denmark by B. de Lambert L-27 
2302 LIEBERMAN, Dean W., 1061 Brooks Ave., St. Paul, MN 55113 

Iceland by K. Aro # 1338 
2303 PETERSEN, Raymond E., 151 Washington Circle, West Hartford, CT 

06119 - Denmark, · Faroes, Greenland by K. Aro #1338 
23·04 HURST, Alfred J., 3489 Autumnleaf Cres., Erin Mills, Mississauga, Ont. 

L5L 1K6, Canada - Farnes by K. Aro #1338 
2305 HOLLJE, John B., 11114 Ballet Dr., San Antonio, TX 78216 

Norway and other Scandinavia . by K. Aro #1338 
2306 MARKOWITZ, Irving, 8 Phyllis Circle, Garnerville, NY 10923 

Scandinavia, I srael, UN by K. Aro # 1338 
2307 THULSTRUP, Erik W., Agrivej il, DK-8240 Risskov, Denmark 

Denmark, Norway, Sweden by K. Aro #1338 
2308 FARRINGTON, J. A., 117 McCosh Circle, Princeton, NJ 08540 

Scandinavia, incl. DWI. by V. Engstrom #911 
2309 PETERSEN, Billy, 68075 CWB Circle Dr., Desert Hot Springs, CA 

92240 - Denmark by K. Aro #1338 
2310 WINGETT, M. Anne, 1305-20th St. S.E., Salen\, OR 97302 

General by K. Aro # 1338 
2311 ZELLERS, William, 7430 Meadow Lane, Parma, OH 44134 

Scandinavia by K. Aro #1338 
2312 KAUP, Karl Lee, 1 Maloelap Dr., Honolulu, HI 9G818 

Scandinavia by K. Aro # 13:~8 
2313 PEARSON , John E., 149 Tunxis Ave., Bloomfield , CT 06002 

US, UN, Canada, Europa, Scandinavia by K. Aro # 1338 
2314 FAGAN, John R., WHO N7470 Lilly Rd., Menomonee Fall s, Vi' I 53051 

Greenland, Deninark by F. C. Buss # 1197 
2315 RATHJE, William John, 1530 Kenmore Rd., Pasadena, CA 91106 

Greenland, DWI by (APS) K. Aro # 1338 
2316 ROTH, Harry W., 104 5Lh Ave. SW, Box 465. Choteau, :Yl.T 59!l2:2 

Scandinavia, G.B.', Germany, Switzerland by K. Aro # 1 3;~8 
2317 SVENSON Robert H., 2376 Burnham Rel., Akron , OH 4431~) 

Scandinavia, · USA, England, Australia by N. Gardner #218'.l 
2318 VA_'_ LUND, .John A., .Tr., 21 Nielsen Lane, Lenox, MA 01~-JO 

DWI, Denmark · by K. Aro # 1.:i::s 
2:319 KRAFT, Philip IL, 67G Che ryl Dr., Warminster, PA 18974 

Scandinavia, Religion on Stamps by K. Aro # 1338 
2320 LATTU, Andrew, 401 N. Color ado, Suite 202, Midland, TX 79701 

Finland .. by W. Wynn# lfifll 
2321 JULIAN," Richard A., 2215 Landon Lane, York, PA 17408 

Greenland by K. Arn # L'.l'.18 
2322 HENRICH, Isabel L., 2944 Churchill, Memphis, TN 38118 

Scandinavia, USA' by .T. Frye # 1031 
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2323 PAULSON, Casper F., Jr., 25 Northway St., Independence, OR 97351 
Scandinavia, US, Canada by K . . Aro # 1338 

2324 TOMER, Kenneth B., 6717 Van Haven Dr., Raleigh, NC 27609 
Denmark, Faroes, Greenland, Iceland by K. Aro # 1338 

232:5 AARHUS FRIMAERKEHANDEL, Bruunsgade 42, DK-8000 Aarh~1s C, 

2256 
911 
954 

1659 
2260 
1913 
2224 
2261 
1768 
L-17 
2158 

1455 
2160 

2080 
L-27 
2236 
2096 

955 
1895 

557 
1953 
2195 

2256 
1613 
1961 
1616 
1423 

Denmark by R. Collin #1132 

CHANGES 
CAFFREY, John, 67-01 East Granad~ Rd. , Scottsdale, A'A~)~p257 
ENGSTROM, Victor E., 2655 Pebble Beach Dr., Clearwater, fL 33519 
FRASER, Ed, 60 Broad Street, 26th Floor; ·New York, NY 10004 
GREEN, Robert Yancey, P . 0. Box 50353, Memphis, TN 38104 
HARFORD, J ., P. 0 . Box 2034, Station D, Ottawa , Ont. KlP 5W3, Can. 
JOSEFSKI, Virginia, 2205 Oriole, Ponca City, OK 74601 
LARSON, Wayne L., 19319 Pruitt Dr., Torrance , CA 90503 
LUTTIO, Michael L., HHB 1-14th FA, 2nd A.D. (FWD) , APO NY 09355 
McGEE, John F., 1217 Jackson, Wichita, KS 67203 · 
SCHERER, Robert W., Apt. 5, 1649 Dewey St., Hollywood, F L 33020 
SHOEMAKER, Charles D., c/ o J. A. Hennok Ltd., 43 Adelaide St. East, 
Toronto, Ont. M5C 1J4, Canada 
SOMMER, Wayne C., 19411 Brassie Place, 211, Gaithersburg, MD 20760 
STOCKWELL, Henry P ., Room 203, Central Park Lodge 2, 2370 Carling. 
Ave., Ottawa, Ont. K2B 8G9, Canada 
WARRINGTON, Allan E., P. 0 . Box 1278; ~ewport Beach, CA 92663 
DE LAMBERT, Ben, 215 No. Van Buren, Springfield, MN 56087 
JOHANNES, Fred C., 4316 Deauville Dr., Ind ianapolis, I~ 46205 
LARSEN, Karl , 110 East 5th St., Muscatine, IA 52761 
GAARSOE, Wallace J .. 2730 Mitchell Dr., Unit 7, Woodridge, IL 605 t5 
HORN, J. Michael, 4037 N. Bonita, Spring Valley CA 92077 
PETERS, Dr. J ohn, Box 8890, Canton, OH 44711 ·· . : -~ .~ ~ ,. 

LARSON, Jon Erik, 3812 Lupton Cir., Raleigh, NC .27606 ; ., •:. 
HUMPHREYS, William C., 4. Concord Meeting Rd., ·RD 4, Glen Mill s, 
PA 19342 
CAFFREY, J ohn 6701 E . Granada Rd., Scottsdale, AZ 85257 
ANGEID, Egil, 621 Canal Lane , An nap ol is ,, MD 2140 1 
JACKSON, Roderick-Forwarding address unknown 
HOEL, David G., Biometry Bra11ch , P. 0. Box 12233', RTP , NC 27709 
HELLBERG, Lars , 4993 Garfield St ., La Jlksa , CA 92041 
BRIGHTSEN, Ronald A., 1917 Upper Lake Drive, Resto n, ·VA 22091 
HANSON, Charles A., 31 Arabian Trail, Springfield , lL (12702 

DECEASED 
587 POULSEN, Harry, Aarhus Frimaerkeha ndel, Bruunsgade 42, 8000 Aarhus 

C, Denmark 
1020 SODERLIND, E ric, 1016 Elm AYe., Hidgcfield, NJ 07657 
678 KORI-IONE~ , Eino, Well s Rd ., Lincoln, MA 0177::.l. 

RESIGNATIONS . 

436 BLOM, Kap, Mynstersvej 7-A, Copenhagen , D enmark 
1243 RODLAND, Olav, Levei:hogen, S-67200 Arjang, Sweden 
13-04 GRAVES, James A., 2118 Wilkes Ave., Biloxi , MS 39530 
1427 COLE, J . Robert, 8455 Fountain Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90069 
1980 EKMAN, Elon V., Jr., Brahegatan 88, S-114 37 Stoc!)holm, Sweden 
2052 PANKRATZ, Audrey W., 9 Hillcrei;;t Dr., Fai~·port, . NY l!J,450 
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Iceland Denmark 
Finland 

Norway 
Greenland 

Fa roes Sweden D.W . I. 
• Comprehensh-e price lists 
• Wantlist Service 
• Complete buyini:- list 

STEPHEN T. SUGAR 
150<! Mission St. South Pasadena, CA- 91030 

Phone (21::i) 799-8-097 

SWEDEN 
DENMARK 

FARO ES 
NORWAY 

IC ELAND 

Heccnt Issues Year Sets 

Vikingoskepp Philatelic Service 
Box 5072, Station F 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2C 3H3 

S. C. C. OFFICERS 1979-1980 

1980 

President - Alan Warren, P. O. Box 17124, Philadelphia, PA 19105 
Vice-President - Fred H. Bloedow, 810 Dobson St. 1-A, Evanst-0n, IL 60202 
Secretary - Kauko I. Aro , 75 Ravine Ave., Nutley, NJ 07110 
Treasurer - Ronald B. Collin, Box 63, River Grove, IL 60171 
Directors-a t-Large - Willard S. Johns-0n, 16616 Elm Dr., Hopkins, MN :,:,~ 4:i 

George B. Koplowitz, Box 183, Brooklyn, NY 11 21 8 
Jared H . Richter, 1%3 Plum St .. Sa n Diego, CA 92106 

Immediate Past-Pres. - D. F. Halpern, Box 846, ~cw Providence, NJ 07974 

MART Manager - Wade H. Reery, Box 3781, Orlando, FL ~l 2802 

Librarian - S. H. Hanson, 4317 N. Monitor Ave., Chicago, IL 606::!'1 
Publicity Manager - M. D. Hunewell, 6831 Ardale Dr., St. Louis, MO s:n 2::i 
Business Manager - Eric Roberts, 2763 N. Westfi eld Pl., Claremont, CA 91711 

(All Advertising matters are handled by the Business Manager.) 
Associate Editors: 

Chapter News- Paul A. Nelson, P. 0. Box 57397, Los An geles, CA 90057 
Individual Countries' articles 
Faroe Islands: J\L D. Hunewell , 6831 Ardale Dr., St. Louis, MO 63123 
Finland: :u. E. Hvidonov, 4 Dwight Lane, Great Neck, L. I., NY 11024 
Iceland: Barbara R. LeBlanc, 997 Alameda, Redwood City, CA 94061 
XNway: Jared H . Richter, 1353 Plum St., San Diego, CA 92106. 
Sweden: Gerald H. Grosso, 1131 Mitchell Ave., Post Orchard, WA 98366 
Denmark and Greenland: Svend Yort, 7707 Meadow Lane, Chevy Chase,. MD 

20015 
D.W.I.: V. E. Engstrom, 195-C Newport Road, Cranbury, NJ 08512 



Theeasyway 
to collect Swedish stamps 

The Swedish Post O ffice, Stamps and Philatelic Service PFA, 
pampers American philarelists with a varied servi<:e and informarion. 

A n annual catalogu e o f' all s tam p s, se ts · 
and poHal ' tatione ry available at th e tim e 
of pu blish ing al rh c PFA. Your o rder i> 
executed al no adtl it1o na l posrage o r 
delive r\' .:ost, 

A su bscrip1ion is the eas1e>l way lo get a ll new issues 
or F DC without missing any s ingle item. O rder 
your lree cupv o f ch t lu ll co luu r tri lingual su bscnp 
ti c1n hon klct. · .. 

i 

'f .. t#lp, ·~· lff# «1i}ff1, l . 'V.. • '!f . 7 ,. -ir •• t 
''·"' .;i ... ~·,lri - ..• . -:~a;;; ~- .. '!"~ - ··~ ! 

' . "~l'i ~~~ ~ 
i : :..1 ~ 1u ~i~ 
l 

1
1 fi4~ 

11 Yea r '"t in a neat package, containing 
al l the stam ps and va riants issued during 
a vear, is a n al! ract iv 0 oift and a P0orl s tart 
fo r )ou r collectio n . 

i 

"lrifom1a tion Swede n" is a t ri li ngual ci rcular 
'beet, whKh informs about each n ew s ta mp i"uc. 
15- 20 sheet issu es are p ub lish ed annua lly Suh
scription is free . Bimle r for ho ldi ng "lnforma t1011 
Swed en" is $2 postpaid . 

To the Phila telic M arketing R epresen tative of tthe Swed ish P ostal Adm inist rart.ion 
in the F ni t ec1 Sta t"" a nd C'ana c1a 

PITTLLTP F . ROHDJNS, Su itl' 28, 4tJG No l' Lh e rn Bl vd., G reat N ee k, NY 1 1021 

Please send me your 
0 PFA Catalogue 
0 Sweden, subscription booklet 
[1 infurmation Sweden 

Street 

Ci1 v 



THINKING OF SELLING? 

Collections come on the mar·ket for· n1uny reasons. Often a 
collector sells an area of lesser interest to finance new areas 
of collecting interests. Others are leaving the hobby entirely, 
and often collections comt! from executors of estates. 

To those selling tlu·ough our auctions, out terms lo vendors 
a1·e a commission of 10% of the gross realization. Consign-
1nents must total at least $1000. There are 110 lottiug, photo
gTaphing·, or insurance charge:i. 

'l'he vendor:i who consign material for sale in our auctions are 
always guaranteed of thoroughly researched lotting, extensive 
advertising both here and abroad, and an outstanding catalog 
presented to a very strong, international clientele. 

We also buy for cash and this year have purchased numerous 
individual rarities and large collections in the mid to hiirh five 
figure dollar range. 

Huw rnay we sei-ve you? 

DANAM STAMP COMPANY 
LieeMed & Bonded Auctioneers 

800 Kin~·s Highway North 
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034 

( 609) 779-0779 


